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“Such expansive development of government repositories of formerly private 

records would be an unprecedented contraction of the privacy expectations 

of all Americans. Perhaps such a contraction is required by national security 

needs in the face of the dangers of contemporary domestic and international 

terrorism. But we would expect such a momentous decision to be preceded 

by substantial debate, and expressed in unmistakable language.”

                            Judge Gerald Lynch, Federal Appeals Court 
Comments on the illegality of National Security Agency programs 

collecting phones records of American Citizens.1

Introduction

Since the origin of the United States (U.S.), the nation struggled with 
issues concerning security, privacy, and civil liberties. This uncer-
tainty contributes to the U.S. government’s inconsistent approach 
towards privacy and security.  U.S. history reveals a number of egre-
gious examples where the interpretation and application of these 
concepts, particularly during times of war or domestic unrest, 
resulted in the erosion of privacy or violation of other civil liberties. 

Yet government entities from federal to local levels continue to increase 
capabilities and applications supporting law enforcement and domestic 
security, including leveraging Intelligence Community (IC) capabilities 
and innovative technologies.  Many have argued that these capabili-
ties are too intrusive and infringe on constitutional rights and privacy. 
Some believe that the government programs go too far, encroaching on 
privacy in pursuit of domestic security. The government argues “that 
their programs are constitutional and subject to rigorous congressional 
and judicial oversight… [s]ecrecy, they say, is essential to meet their 
overriding aim of protecting the public…”2  Still others note that it is 
the same government that struggles to develop policy to address the 
1 Madden, Mary, Rainie, Lee. “America’s Attitudes about Privacy, Security, and Surveillance.” 

Pew Research Center, 20 May 2015 <http://www.pewinternet.org/2015/05/20/ameri-
cans-attitudes-about-privacy-security-and-surveillance/>, viewed 25 Mar 2017

2 Ladar, Levision, “NSA Files Decoded: What the Revelations Mean for You?” < https://www.
theguardian.com/world/interactive/2013/nov/01/snowden-nsa-files-surveillance-revela-
tions-decoded>, viewed 21 Oct 2016
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privacy challenges in the aftermath. The uncertainty is reflected in the 
struggle to develop policy and has its basis in early American history.

The ambivalence regarding privacy and security can be traced back to the 
arrival of the “first religious refugees in the early 17th century,” the Puritans, 
in New England.  These early European settlers had barely established their 
first colonial township before their idea of religious freedom was shattered 
by the placement of “severe restraints on religious faith and practice.”3 
Interestingly enough, it was this perceived threat to privacy, that resulted 
in an early example of government intervention when, John Winthrop the 
first governor of the colony, had to extrapolate the concept of liberty. 4  

All of this contributed to “a uniquely American view of power 
and liberty as natural enemies… [a]s such “the nation’s founders 
believed that containing the government’s power and protecting lib-
erty was their most important task, and declared a new purpose for 
government: the protection of individual rights.” 5 These “unalien-
able rights, including the right to privacy,” could not be taken 
away even by a democratically elected government.

In addition to protecting individual rights however, the found-
ing fathers also conveyed additional fundamental roles to the 
government including protecting its citizens from external invad-
ers and keeping the peace within the nation.  These two roles are 
codified in preamble of the U.S. Constitution but today they are 
often vaguely deduced to the moniker national security.6 

We the people of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect Union, establish 

Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the common defence, promote the 

general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, 

do ordain and establish this Constitution for the United States of America. 

– Preamble U.S. Constitution

3 Whitridge, Frederick W. “The Rights of Citizens, I as a Householder,” Scribner Magazine Vol VII, 1890. 
Google Books. 22 Jan 2017 

4 Ibid. Whitridge, Frederick W 

5 The Bill of Rights: A Brief History” American Civil Liberties Union, < https://www.aclu.org/other/
bill-rights-brief-history> , viewed Feb 9 2017

6 United States Constitution, http://constituionus.com/, viewed 1 Nov 2016
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“National security is the safekeeping of the nation as a whole…[i]ts highest 
order of business is the protection of the nation and its people from attack 
and other external dangers by maintaining armed forces and guarding 
state secrets.”7 Using this definition few would argue the federal govern-
ment’s role in national security, specifically to protect the nation and its 
citizens from foreign invaders by providing for the common defense.  

With these two purposes defined I framed my research with a number 
of questions in mind including, what happens when the government’s 
responsibilities to provide privacy and security collide? 8 What happens, 
when the means that the government applies to achieve one, encroaches 
on the other?  Do privacy and civil liberties always trump the govern-
ment’s need to provide security, or should national security and law 
enforcement needs always be prioritized over privacy and related civil 
liberties? Notwithstanding the rule of law, who should be the chief arbi-
ter when questions regarding the primacy of security or privacy are 
raised, and how will the nation discern which is the better right?  

This paper will explore the Intelligence Community’s (IC) support to 
domestic security and will examine the impact of this support on pri-
vacy and civil liberties. Specifically, the author will examine the origins 
and evolution of privacy concepts in the United States, review histor-
ical examples where privacy collided with national security, appraise 
IC and law enforcement cooperation, iterate advances in technol-
ogy that have privacy implications, survey current U.S. government 
intelligence oversight procedures, and offer a thought experiment to 
develop recommendations for consideration by U.S. policy-makers.  

The author recognizes that law enforcement and IC activities and rela-
tionships span from extraterritorial to domestic efforts, and as such 
will focus this paper, albeit not exclusively, on the range of activi-
ties that impact U.S. citizens, or as defined by the IC, US Persons. 

7 Holmes, Kim, “What is National Security,2016 Index of U.S. Military Strength,” American Heritage 
Foundation, http://index.heritage.org/military/2015/important-essays-analysis/national-security/ 
viewed 1 Feb 207

8 Roots of American Government, Dallas Learning Cloud, <https://dlc.dcccd.edu/usgov1-1/func-
tions-of-government>, viewed 9 Jan 2017
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Privacy: A Reasonably 
Ambigious Definition

The Origin of U.S. Concepts 
of Privacy Concepts

The mass migration of the Puritans accounts for some of the more 
significant data on the origins of the nation’s concept of privacy. The 
Puritans left England in pursuit of the “freedom to practice their own 
religious beliefs…because they had no tolerance for others” and were 
escaping “from religious persecution…and political oppression.”9 

Having been victimized in England for this desire, the Puri-
tans adapted the maxim from English law that “a man’s house is 
his castle,” alluding to the right to privacy and the right to be left 
alone, at least within their homes.10  These early settlers would soon 
have to confront their collective desire to freely practice religion as 
their ideas of privacy and liberty were increasingly challenged.

The first and likely most acceptable challenge to privacy was the main-
tenance of records by the Puritan Church and Plymouth Colony. The 
Puritans collected and maintained what would be described today as 
personally identifiable information on the colonists.  This included vital 
records on births, marriages, and baptisms, as well as criminal activity. 11 

Maintaining vital records was the least of their privacy concerns.  “The 
Puritans also engaged in “Holy-Watching,” or moral surveillance of 
each other to ensure that they did not sin.” Their houses were con-
structed in a manner to allow their neighbors to frequently and easily 
eavesdrop on their private conversations or peer into their private 

9 Hanson, David, “Puritans,” Virginia Western Community College Courseware, History 121, < 
https://sites.google.com/a/email.vccs.edu/hanson-history/history-121/lectures/lecture-3-puri-
tan-new-england>, viewed 28 Jan 2017

10 Warren, Samuel; Brandeis, Louis, “Right to Privacy”, Harvard Law Review, http://groups.csail.mit.
edu/mac/classes/6.805/articles/privacy/Privacy_brand_warr2.html\, viewed 3 January 2017.

11 Huitric, Emma, “Timeline: Privacy in America, 1600-2008”, https://issuu.com/sciam/docs/extend-
ed-privacy-timeline?documentId=080905202111-362202d8bd0b48319813a4aac215b34c&lay-
out=grey, viewed 8 January 2017.
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domicile.12 Puritan authorities stipulated that it was a “civic duty to keep 
an eye on your neighbor” to ensure adherence to moral standards.13 

Many colonists wanted morality to be reflected in the law and 
called for stiff punishments for any deviation from God’s will. 14 
This type of intrusive surveillance ran counter to the Puritan prin-
ciple of a man’s home being his castle,” and this conflict contributed 
to the uncertainty of early-America’s perception of privacy.

Ambiguity concerning privacy and liberty was set in motion by 
the early colonists and remained unresolved even as the forefa-
thers enumerated individual liberties.  In the Eighteenth Century, 
the Nation’s founding-fathers dealt smartly with both of these early 
colonist concepts by including freedom of religion in the First 
Amendment to the Constitution, protecting citizen’s right to prac-
tice religion as they saw fit while also protecting those from becoming 
victims of someone else’s religion or religious interpretation.  

Second, the founding fathers bolstered the concept of privacy at home 
when they developed the Fourth Amendment affirming “[t]he right 
of the people to be secure in their ... houses ... against unreasonable 
searches and seizures shall not be violated,” to ensure and protect that 
the fundamental rights of U.S. citizens. 15 Although these concepts 
were included in the Declaration of Independence, and codified in the 
Bill of Rights, ambivalence regarding their interpretation remained.

It is important to note however that although not directly mentioned in 
English Common Law or the U.S. Constitution, privacy is interpreted 
as a principle concept in both.16 With this basis in mind Louis Brandeis 
and Samuel Warren would come to advocate for privacy as a tenet of 
civil life in the Nineteenth Century.  These scholars argued, in their arti-
12 Farmer, Brian, “American Conservatism: History, Theory, and Practice”, page 105, Google Books. 22 

12 Feb 2017

13 Ibid. Huitric, Emma, “Timeline: Privacy In America, 1600-2008”

14 Ibid. Hanson, David

15 Ibid. The United States Constitution 6

16 See Daniel J. Solove & Neil M. Richards, Privacy’s Other Path: Recovering the Law of Confidentiality, 
96 Geo. L.J. 123 (2007) which suggests that English Common Law of the late 17th Century include 
a considerable body of Anglo-American law [that] protected confidentiality, which safeguards the 
information people share with others.
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cle, The Right to Privacy, published in the Harvard Law Review that “[t]
he common law secures to each individual the right of determining, 
ordinarily, to what extent his thoughts, sentiments, and emotions shall 
be communicated to others.” 17 The public’s understanding and percep-
tion of privacy was evolving but not getting any closer to certainty.

Present Day Views on Privacy

Today privacy continues to be a complex principle and its eluci-
dations are often conflicting which contributes to its ambiguous 
reference and the resulting ambivalence in U.S. policy. While explor-
ing privacy the question quickly becomes exhaustively nuance.  
Who are we protecting our privacy from, the government, com-
mercial corporations and industry, or from other citizens?  

Jeffrey Rosen, the author of the Unwanted Gaze: The Destruction of 
Privacy in America, details three ways to consider privacy.  One is 
as a vessel for the creation and knowledge, another is as a matter of 
dignity, and the last is as an essential ingredient of freedom.18 

In his book, Nothing to Hide: The False Tradeoff between Privacy and Secu-
rity, Daniel Solove describes the problem with how some government 
officials and citizens view the privacy and security challenges by arguing 
that the “Nothing-to Hide Argument.” Solove believes that this argument, 
which is often used by those who have a bias towards government secu-
rity over privacy, is invalid, and that the privacy vs, security debate “has 
been framed incorrectly as a zero-sum game.” This erroneous framing 
of the debate forces citizens to choose which is more important, privacy 
or security.19 Solove argues that protecting privacy isn’t fatal to security 
measures; it merely… [requires] adequate oversight and regulation.

17 Ibid. Warren, Samuel; Brandeis, Louis

18 Post, Robert C., “Three Concepts of Privacy,” Yale Law School Legal Scholarship Repository, < 
http://digitalcommons.law.yale.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1184&context=fss_papers>, 
viewed 3 Feb 2017.

19 Solove, Daniel J. Nothing to Hide: The False Tradeoff Between Privacy and Security (Chapter 1), Yale 
University Press, 2011, < https://books.google.com/books?isbn=0300177259>, viewed 12 Mar 
2017
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The privacy vs. security debate is plagued by yet another question, is 
there any such thing as having too much privacy.  Amitai Etzioni suggests 
this in his book The Limits of Privacy, where he argues that “[p]rivacy is 
too well protected, too privileged.” 20 Etzioni believes that w]e’ve let our 
guard down against pedophiles skulking in the suburbs, criminals lurk-
ing behind false IDs, and cyber terrorists zapping their encrypted plans 
around the globe… [and as such]… [p]ublic safety… is “systematically 
neglected out of excessive deference to privacy.” 21,22 With this in mind 
one has to wonder if privacy is perceived the same for all Americans 
regardless of race, religion, sexual orientation, or political sentiment? 

The Pew Research Center, which touts itself as “a non-partisan fact tank 
that informs the public about the issues, attitudes and trends shaping 
America and the world,” notes that Americans view privacy as essential 
to living.  They want to know what information about them is collected 
and by whom.  Americans also want to maintain specific aspects of 
their private-lives private.  Specifically in their homes, at social gather-
ings, and at times at work. Some Americans have even expressed a need 
to have privacy in public spaces when they desire to be left alone.23 

The Pew Research Center research also revealed “…a consistent find-
ing over the years about public attitudes related to privacy and societal 
security is that people’s answers often depend on the context.”24 With 
this, we begin to see how the vague understanding of privacy and its rela-
tion to security, whether national or domestic, persists to present day.

In 2014, Eric Snowden’s exposure of U.S. IC’s capabilities, described 
by the privacy advocacy group the Electronic Frontier Foundation 
as a warrantless program for the mass surveillance of Americans, 

20 Morone, James, A. “Too Much Privacy? Or Not Enough?” An Exchange on the Limits of Privacy. 
Journal of Public Health and Law; < https://muse-jhu-edu.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/arti-
cle/15561/pdf> viewed 12 Jan 2017

21 Dickson, Ben, “How Much Privacy is too Much.” Tech Crunch. 24 Nov 2015, viewed 13 Feb 2017.

22 Ibid. Morone, James 

23 Ibid. Madden, M., Rainie, L

24 Rainie, L, Maniam, S., “Americans Feel the Tension Between Privacy and Security Concerns,” 
The Pew Research Center, < http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2016/02/19/ameri-
cans-feel-the-tensions-between-privacy-and-security-concerns/>, accessed 5 Feb 2017
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raised discourse in the public mainstream.25 Among the capabili-
ties revealed was the ability for world governments, including the 
United States, to “secretly intercept phone calls and take over their 
victims’ computer,” or track their movement via their cellphone.26 

Shortly following that revelation however, “polls…found that the country 
has mixed feelings… [and that]…young Americans feel just as ambivalent 
as older generations when asked about the [IC’s] surveillance activity. 27

This ambivalence is likely due in part to the dynamic perception of 
privacy held by younger Americans who have adopted technology 
as a basic layer in the fabric of life.  They have weighed the risks and 
benefits of its application and have embraced the environment, con-
venience, and opportunities offered by the internet.  Older adults 
shape their perception of privacy based on the pervasiveness of the 
technology and related applications into “nearly every facet of life...
[for] those connected or not connected to these networks. 28

However, the length of time between a national security crises such as 
9/11, or a revelation of government overreach as in the Snowden case, 
often contributes the public’s reversion to privacy over security.  This 
appears to the be the case as assessed in a recent Newsweek article that 
finds “[a] majority of Americans are unwilling to share their personal 
emails, text messages, phone calls, and records of online activity with 
U.S. counter-terrorism investigators – even to help foil terror plots.”29

In addition to individual perceptions, governments and corporations 
continue to shape or react to public perceptions of privacy. Following 
Snowden’s leak of previously classified information, governments around 
the world, including the United States, scrambled to protect themselves, 
25 Cohn, C, Timm, T, York, J., “Human Rights and Technology Sales: How Corporations Can Avoid As-

sisting Repressive Regimes, Electronic Freedom Foundation,  p. 2, https://www.eff.org/ document/
human-rights-and-technology-sales, viewed 26 Jan 2017

26 Wikileaks, the Spy Files, https://wilkileaks.org/the-spyfiles.html, viewed 20 Oct 2016

27 http://www.npr.org/2013/06/16/192369272/privacy-past-and-present-a-saga-of-american-am-
bivalence

28 Madden, M., Public Perceptions of Privacy in a Post-Snowden Era, Pew Research Center, file:///C:/
Users/lloydb/Downloads/PI_PublicPerceptionsofPrivacy_111214.pdf, viewed 12 Nov 2016

29 “Most Unwilling to Give Up Privacy to Thwart Attacks, New Poll Finds,” Newsweek, Apr 04 2017, 
http://www.newsweek.com/privacy-terrorism-surveillance-online-privacy-terrorist-attack-poll-reu-
ters-579206>  viewed 6 April 2017
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their citizens, and their business corporations from the threats posed by 
the U.S. IC and the technologies and innovative processes that it applies. 30 

One might conclude that American citizens continue to have a reason-
able expectation of privacy, but feel that they can’t personally do much 
about it. Hence they are dependent on the government to provide this 
fundamental right.  Many others, however, including government repre-
sentatives and some American citizens believe that privacy is conditional, 
a commodity that is contingent on the national security environment.

In our Vital Interests—
National Security

“The Fundamental duty of government is to protect the people.” 31

                            Brad Henry, Governor of Oklahoma, 
Commenting on the need for Homeland Security 

“Whoever fights monsters should see to it that in the process 

he does not become a monster. And if you gaze long enough 

into an abyss, the abyss will gaze back into you.”

Friedrich Nietzsche, German Philosopher

Hierarchy of Needs

In 1943 renowned psychologist Abraham Maslow proposed “A Theory 
of Human Motivation,” in which he described the now well-known 
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. In describing the psychology of motiva-
tion, Maslow noted that people’s most basic need is for physical survival.  

30 http://www.npr.org/2013/06/16/192369272/privacy-past-and-present-a-saga-of-american-am-
bivalence

31 Henry, Brad, “Text of Governor Brad Henry’s State of the State Address.”, The Oklahoman, 2003, < 
http://newsok.com/article/981760>, 11 February 2017.
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As such, in his hierarchy of needs he placed the need for safety second 
only to physiological needs like food and water, and as such believed 
the need for safety was an essential influence on one’s behavior.32

Safety needs, as defined by Maslow was not just limited to phys-
ical safety, but also included “protection from elements, security, 
order, law, stability, [and] freedom from fear.”33  It also included 
“economic, social, vocational, psychological security” in this tier 
of human needs.34 Maslow theorized that safety was a basic human 
need, but his definition of safety portended that security and the 
need to be free from fear were included in the need for safety.

Well before Maslow’s thesis, early works by 17th Century philosopher 
Thomas Hobbes opined that preserving order and “maintaining social 
peace is perhaps the most fundamental purpose of government.”35 One 
can deduce that writings from authoritative authors of the time like 
Hobbes, as well as interpretations of English common law traditions, and 
political ideologies such as those of the pre-Revolutionary Whigs, influ-
enced the nation’s founding-fathers to conclude that “protection was a 
primary purpose of government,” and as such safety was a fundamental 
right, an observation that was later reinforced in Maslow’s 1943 thesis. 36

Applying these observations the forefathers of the nascent United States 
codified security as a role and function of government.37  This fundamen-
tal belief was captured in Article IV, Section 4 of the U.S. Constitution 
that directs the Federal government to “...guarantee to every State in this 
Union a Republican Form of government, and shall protect each of them 
against Invasion; and on Application of the Legislature, or of the Executive 
(when the Legislature cannot be convened) against domestic violence.”38  

32 Maslow, AH 1943, ‘A theory of human motivation’, Psychological Review, 50, 4, pp. 370-396, PsycAR-
TICLES, EBSCOhost, viewed 27 January 2017.

33 McCleod, S, “Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, Simply Psychology, http://www.simplypsychology .org/
maslow.html, viewed 27 January 2017 

34 Ibid. Maslo, AH 1943

35 Ibid. Roots of American Government

36 Heyman, S.J., :The First Duty of Government: Protection, Liberty, and the Fourteenth Amendment,” 
Duke Law Journal, p 521, viewed 3 Nov 2016

37 Ibid. Heyman, S.J

38 United States Constitution, Article IV, Section 4, http://constituionus.com/, viewed 1 Nov 2016
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The U.S. Constitution stipulates that national defense [security] is an 
absolute responsibility of the national government, and this includes 
providing for the common defense and ensuring domestic tranquility.39 
In this capacity the “government serves many vital functions, including 
national security and protecting civil liberties ranging from freedom 
of speech to freedom from unreasonable search and detention.” 40  

“Protecting the nation requires a unity of purpose and faculty, and it 
cannot be devolved to a committee or Congress. The Framers recog-
nized as much, and their wisdom is our strength. The President, first 
and foremost, is responsible for ensuring America’s national security,” 
and as such, the executive branch of government is directly responsi-
ble for national security and protecting privacy and civil liberties.  41 

Over time however, terms like “security” and “protect” have been 
incorporated to encompass the definition, albeit vague, of national 
security, a term that many subject-matter authorities posit is over-
used.42  Dr. Kim Holmes of the Heritage Foundation provides a useful 
definition stating that national security “is the safekeeping of the 
nation as a whole… [i]ts highest order of business is the protection 
of the nation and its people from attack and other external dan-
gers by maintaining armed forces and guarding state secrets.”43 

Dr. Holmes expands this reference when he explains that “[s]ince 
the attacks of September 11, 2001, the defense of the homeland from 
terrorist and other attacks, broadly understood as homeland secu-
rity, has risen as a major national security concern.”44 In the almost 
limitless expansion of the term ‘national security’ it has come to 
include other concepts such as political security, military security, and 
cybersecurity, in addition to homeland [or domestic] security.45 
39 Talent, J, “A Constitutional Basis for Defense, The Heritage Foundation, <http://www.heritage.org/ 

research /reports/2010/06/a-constitutional-basis-for-defense>, viewed 12 Jan 2017

40 Ibid. Roots of American Government

41 Meese, Edward, “Who is Responsible for America’s Security,” The Heritage Foundation, < http://
www.heritage.org/the-constitution/report/who-responsible-americas-security> viewed 2 Feb 207

42 Hunter, Jack, “National Security” Means Tyranny, The American Conservative, http://www.theamer-
icanconservative.com/2010/12/29/national-security-means-tyranny/ viewed 3 Feb 2017

43 Ibid. Holmes, Kim

44 Ibid. Holmes, Kim

45 Ibid. Homes, Kim R.
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In light of the expanding references to national security safeguarding the 
nation has proven to be a herculean task.  One that has historically man-
dated the employment and application of a broad range of government 
tools that span the gamut from diplomacy to military might to protect 
its citizens from extraterritorial threats.  To do this the government 
employs various instruments of national power including diplomacy, 
information, military-might, and economics.  The federal government 
also shapes and forms alliances for collective security and defense, includ-
ing managing state secrets and collecting and sharing intelligence.

To provide domestic security, the federal government leverages the 
capabilities of its departments and agencies, notably from the intel-
ligence, justice, and defense communities, to bolster support to 
state, local, and tribal law enforcement in each of the sovereign 
fifty states and U.S. territories that comprise the nation.  

Through close coordination, and at the request of the state or local 
government, the federal government implements cooperative agree-
ments that enable it to provide training and share technology and 
techniques applicable to law enforcement and security activities, 
many with roots in the IC, defense and justice departments, in a 
manner consistent with federal and state laws.46 These responsibili-
ties, in essence, assigns the federal government the inherent roles as 
the nation’s soldier and society’s police force in the United States.47     

It is in the execution of these roles, soldier and police, that the govern-
ment collides with its two principal purposes.  First, the responsibility to 
protect its citizens from harm, and second, its responsibility to protect 
their rights.  This dichotomy is often referred to as “the two securities”.

46 Executive Order (EO) 12333, Section 2.6(c), < https://www.archives.gov/federal-register/codifica-
tion/executive-order/12333.html#2.6>, 2 Nov 2016

47 Ibid. Roots of American Government
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Two Securities: Intersection 
of Privacy and Security

“The preservation of our national security and the laws that define 

us as the United States of America demand that we understand the 

intersection of the two - indeed, how they reinforce one another.”48 

John O. Brennan
Former Assistant to President for Homeland Security and 

Counterterrorism, as well as Former Director of CIA

When exploring concepts of national security, privacy, and civil liberties 
one must acknowledge the contested relational relevance of the two con-
cepts.  Which is more important, privacy and civil liberties, or security?  

It would be challenging to find anyone who disagreed that security 
is a fundamental right in a democratic society. In fact some constitu-
tional scholars have argued that security is the most important role 
of the government. These same scholars, however, also conclude that 
privacy is a fundamental human right because it allows, among many 
things, an individual need[s] freedom from close and constant scru-
tiny to flourish…and to experiment without the distraction of being 
watched.”49 Still others have argued that they are equally important in 
a democratic society and that you can’t have one without the other.

Scholars and public officials have even taken the side that “the basic 
function of any government is to protect citizens’ liberties.”50 They note 
that with respect to privacy the U.S. Constitution states that citizens 
have the right to free speech, to be free from unreasonable search and 
seizure, and the “privilege against self-incrimination, which provides 

48 Brennan, John O., ““Strengthening our Security by Adhering to our Values and Laws,” < https:// 
obamawhitehouse. archives.gov/the-press-office/2011/09/16/remarks-john-o-brennan-strength-
ening-our-security-adhering-our-values-an>, viewed 13 Feb 2017

49 Nissenbaum, Helen, “Privacy in Context: Technology, Policy, and the Integrity of Social Life,” < 
https://books.google.com/books?id=_NN1uGn1Jd8C&pg=PA75&lpg=PA75&dq=Privacy+to+-
formulate+thoughts+without+judgment&source=bl&ots=_K9s_re5EW&sig=jX1OAAzUGis69loX-
GHYFOeeiBms&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiyy5-49pfSAhXHSyYKHau6C_kQ6AEIQTAI#v=onep-
age&q= Privacy%20to %20formulate%20thoughts%20without%20judgment&f=false>, viewed 
13 Feb 2017 

50 Ibid. Hunter, Jack
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protection for the privacy of personal information.”51 They substantiate 
this argument by suggesting that “maintaining social peace is perhaps 
the fundamental purpose of government,” implying the government’s 
role in protecting it citizens from infringements on individual rights.52

Still others have adopted the position of James Madison, one of the 
nation’s founding fathers from Virginia, who stated without equivoca-
tion that “[n]ational security comes first; without it, life and liberty are 
threatened and happiness is an impossibility.”53  His persuasive argument 
contributed to the decision to pen this concept into the Constitu-
tion and to assign all of these responsibilities directly to the President 
and the Executive Branch of the Government, but this change to the 
Constitution did little to answer the question, which is more import-
ant, privacy and civil liberties or national and domestic security?

Today references or inferences to security and privacy in the Constitution 
appear to achieve parity between the concepts, but agents of the Federal 
Government often point out that security (protecting the nation from 
perceived threats) is the ‘greater among equals’ based on the language in 
Article IV, Section 4 of the Constitution. This section could be could be 
interpreted as a specific order to provide security meaning that “if the 
federal government chose to exercise no other power, it must, under the 
Constitution, provide for the common defense.” 54 If you consider the 
expanded definition of national security, then this section makes the case 
for security against a foreign threat (invasion), as well as a domestic threat.

Security in this sense, has been interpreted (or misinterpreted) and as 
such resulted in its application (or misapplication) a number of times 
throughout U.S. history.  Further, it is important to denote that the gov-
ernment’s roles and responsibilities differ depending on the agency or 
department that is responding and in relation to its statutory authorities.  
As an example, the Department of Defense (DoD) and IC are autho-
rized to confront the external or extraterritorial threat, while the Federal 

51 The Right of Privacy, Exploring Constitutional Conflicts, http://law2.umkc.edu/faculty/projects/
ftrials/conlaw/rightofprivacy.html, viewed  3 Nov 2016

52 Ibid. Roots of American Government

53 Ibid. Meese, Edward

54 Ibid. Talent, J, “A Constitutional Basis for Defense
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Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the Department of Homeland Secu-
rity (DHS) are assigned roles to handle the internal or domestic threat. 

The argument over which is more important, privacy or security, contin-
ues to muddle U.S. policy and response. Part of the persisting challenge 
is that privacy and security are often viewed as opposing concepts when 
in fact the two are mutually dependent and in most cases mutually sup-
porting.  The authors of “Liberty and Security in a Changing World,” 
the 2013 report by The President’s Review Group on Intelligence, a 
group comprised of national security experts  and legal scholars with 
expertise in constitutional and privacy law, and technology, maintained 
that “[t]he United States Government must protect, at once, two dif-
ferent forms of security: national security and personal privacy.”55 

The authors further offered that one of the government’s fundamen-
tal roles is to provide security which has “…multiple meanings… 
[and] often refers to national security or homeland security.” The 
report alludes that security is not exclusively limited to this single 
definition, but also “refers to a quite different and equally fundamen-
tal value captured in the Fourth Amendment to the United States 
Constitution... and both forms of security must be protected.” 56

But if protecting privacy is in fact a ‘security’ issue as the authors of “Lib-
erty and Security in a Changing World,” suggest, then it should be the 
government’s role to provide for both.  What happens if in pursuit of both 
securities (personal privacy and national/domestic security) there is a 
real or perceived imbalance in how they both are approached and consid-
ered? What if it is the government, not some other entity that is creating 
the perceived breach of security through its actions that encroach on the 
privacy of its citizens, particularly in support of domestic security?  

This is the principal position of many privacy advocates like the Electronic 
Frontier Foundation (EFF) and the Electronic Privacy Information Center 
(EPIC) which argue that the government’s methods in pursuit of [national 

55 Liberty and Security in a Changing World: Report and Recommendations of The President’s Review 
Group on Intelligence and Communications Technologies dtd 12 Dec 2013, https://www.white-
house.gov/sites/default/files/docs/2013-12-12_rg_final_report.pdf,  viewed  6 Jan 2017

56 Ibid. Liberty and Security in a Changing World
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or domestic] security are too intrusive and violate fundamental Consti-
tutional Rights.57 Others like the Rand Corporation in its report for the 
National Institute of Justice, advocate for more government authority and 
cooperation and have assessed the need to improve “the law enforcement 
community’s awareness of the most promising criminal justice practices 
and technologies” including those that provide predictive and geospa-
tial analysis, license plate readers, and information sharing systems. 58  

This discourse becomes more germane in examples where the govern-
ment, and specifically the IC, cooperates and exchange tactics, techniques, 
and procedures or applies technology or technological innovation with 
law enforcement.  If left unchecked through inadequate or insufficient 
policy, this type of cooperation could have an adverse impact on privacy.

Intelligence and Law 
Enforcement Cooperation

In order to explore the implications of IC support to domestic secu-
rity today it is necessary understand the historical relationship between 
the two.  Central to this understanding is gaining an appreciation 
of the intent, extent, and evolution of cooperation in the U.S.

A measurable step in the cooperation between the IC and law enforcement 
has its origins in the period leading up to the U.S. entrance into World War 
II. During this period the United States observed an increase in foreign 
infiltrations and there were “stark policy differences and hopelessly blurred 
lines of authority” between J. Edgar Hoover’s FBI and the State Depart-
ment over the roles that each would have in the countering espionage. 59  

57 Electronic Frontier Foundation: NSA Spying on Americans, https://www.eff.org/nsa-spying, viewed 
2 Nov 2016.

58 GCN Staff, Report: Law Enforcement Needs Better Tech Chops, https://gcn.com/arti-
cles/2015/04/08/rand-law-enforcement-it-needs.aspx?admgarea=TC_BigData, viewed 10 Jan 
2017.

59 Talbert, Roy, Negative Intelligence: The Army and the American Left 1917-1941, pp 254-255, viewed 
online at https://books.google.com/books?isbn=1617030007, 30 Jan Nov 2016
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To address the differences President Roosevelt prepared and delivered 
a confidential memorandum to is cabinet in 1939 which reduced the 
number of members on the Interdepartmental Intelligence Commit-
tee (IIC) to three, the intelligence directorates of the U.S. Army and 
Navy, and the FBI, essentially eliminating a role for the Department 
of state on matters of counterintelligence. The President also charged 
this smaller-scaled organization to “coordinate their activities and all 
matters, involving actually or potentially any espionage, counteres-
pionage, or sabotage, and violations of neutrality regulations.” 60

Although J. Edgar Hoover’s motives were viewed as both political and 
‘territorial’ in nature, the resulting outcome was policy-driven coop-
eration between the operational elements of the nascent IC and the 
principal federal-level law enforcement organization, the FBI.

Soon after this decision the nation would find itself an active partici-
pant in World War II.  At the conclusion of the war, the U.S. witnessed 
the emergence of the Soviet Union prompting concerns regarding the 
potential expansion of communist ideologies.  Fueled in many cases 
by Government officials like Wisconsin Senator Joseph McCarthy, 
the nation fell into a period known as the “Red Scare,” where public 
fear grew about communist influence and infiltration into key posi-
tions across the U.S. government. This fear shaped public opinion and 
increased government concerns about communist espionage. 61 

Public concerns were soon realized and further shaped by 
the arrest of Ethel and Julius Rosenberg who conspired to 
commit espionage and who were subsequently executed for 
their roles in “heading a spy ring that passed top-secret infor-
mation about the atomic bomb to the Soviet Union.” 62 

60 Ibid. Talbert, Roy, 

61 International Association of Directors of Law Enforcement Standards and Training, A Brief History 
of Law Enforcement Intelligence: Past Practice and Recommendations for Change, https://www.
iadlest.org/Portals/0/Files/Documents/DDACTS/Docs/A%20Brief%20History%20of%20
Law%20Enforcement%20Intelligence%20-%20Past%20Practice%20and%20Recommenda-
tions%20for%20Change.pdf, accessed 12 Jan 2017

62  The Trial of Julius and Ether Rosenberg, http://spartacus-educational.com/USArosenbergT.htm, 
viewed 12 Jan 2017
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The Rosenberg Spy Ring, and other evidence of high-level U.S. Gov-
ernment Officials linked to espionage, elevated public concern about 
the role of communism, to include the emerging communist and 
labor parties, on U.S. National Security. These concerns led to a 
number of government actions both in the Executive and Legislative 
Departments.  The President took efforts to streamline his under-
standing of intelligence and law enforcement efforts that had an 
impact on national security, and Congress held multiple hearings on 
the U.S. Intelligence Communities ability to address the threat.63 

In 1941, frustrated by the lack of coordination across the government 
on topics of strategic relevance, President Roosevelt created the Coordi-
nator of Information, which later became the Office of Strategic Studies 
and predecessor to the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA).  The COI’s 
purpose was to help organize and analyze information collected by 
various intelligence organizations and other departments of the Gov-
ernment with an emphasis on national security information, and its 
role was purposefully duplicative in some cases, but helped to keep the 
executive branch decision makers informed on relevant national and 
domestic security topics of concern leading up to and during the war. 64

Results from the congressional hearings to understand the U.S. IC’s 
ability to address the current threats facing  the nation contributed 
to the President Harry S. Truman 1948 Commission on the Orga-
nization of the Executive Branch of the Government, otherwise 
known as the Hoover Commission, and named so after President 
Herbert Hoover.  A major recommendation of this commission was 
to strengthen cooperation, coordination, and information sharing 
between the FBI and the newly-named Central Intelligence Agency 
(CIA), and the rest of the IC. This same report also recommended that 
the “director of the FBI become a member of the Intelligence Advi-
sory Committee to help coordinate the functions of the IC.” 65

63 Ibid. History of Law Enforcement Intelligence: Past Practices and Recommendation for Change

64 Donovan, William J., COI Came First, https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/intelligence-history/
oss/art02.htm

65 Warner, Michael; McDonald, Kenneth, U.S. IC Reform Studies Since 1947,   https://www.cia.gov/
library/center-for-the-study-of-intelligence/csi-publications/books-and-monographs/US%20In-
telligence%20Community%20Reform%20Studies%20Since%201947.pdf
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Since the 1948 Hoover Report there have been numerous changes 
to the relationship between the IC and law enforcement within the 
United States Government. “National security intelligence techniques 
and practices were adopted by law enforcement to develop organized 
crime cases…” 66 This eventually necessitated more critical changes to 
provide better oversight of law enforcement intelligence operations, 
and support IC activities, to ensure they did not infringe on rights 
and civil liberties, including privacy.  These changes, were spurred 
by the Church Commission during the height of the America Civil 
Rights Movement.  I will discuss more about this later in this paper.

Another evolution to the relationship between the IC and Law Enforce-
ment would come in the form of President Ronald Reagan’s 1981 
Executive Order, (EO) 12333, and specifically in section 2.6, Assis-
tance to Law Enforcement Authorities.  This EO authorized the U.S. 
IC to “cooperate with appropriate law enforcement agencies… partici-
pate in law enforcement activities to investigate or prevent clandestine 
intelligence activities by foreign powers, or international terrorist or 
narcotics activities;… [and] provide specialized equipment, technical 
knowledge, or assistance of expert personnel…, to support local law 
enforcement agencies…render any other assistance and cooperation 
to law enforcement authorities not precluded by applicable law.”67 

Amendments to the Intelligence Authorization Act of 1996 further 
enabled “law enforcement agencies to task the U.S. IC with collecting 
information outside the United States about individuals who are “not 
United States persons.”68 After the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, 
Congress passed the “Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing 
Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act of 
2001”, commonly referred to as the PATRIOT Act, which gave the U.S. 
federal government nearly unfettered capabilities to collect information 

66 Carter, David L., Law Enforcement Intelligence Operations, Michigan State University, < https://
www.noexperiencenecessarybook.com/JoXAj/law-enforcement-intelligence-operations-nation-
al-criminal-justice.html >, viewed 19 Jan 2017

67 Ibid. EO 12333

68 Cooperstein, Theodore, “The Emerging Interplay Between Law Enforcement and Intelligence Gath-
ering,” < http://www.fed-soc.org/publications/detail/the-emerging-interplay-between-law-enforce-
ment-and-intelligence-gathering> viewed 18 Nov 2016
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on U.S. citizens.69 Much of this information available to law enforce-
ment involved in domestic security through FBI and Department of 
Homeland Security Officers at Regional Intelligence Fusion Centers.

Indeed the shift in U.S. public law and policies regarding intelligence 
support to law enforcement obscures the delineation between federal 
and state/local law enforcement activities as envisioned by the found-
ing fathers.70 Granting the IC authority to “collect such information 
“raises interesting questions concerning the methods of collection, 
the targets of collection, and the use of the resultant information.”71

Former Director of Central Intelligence George Tenet noted, how-
ever, that “the capability to exchange information between intelligence 
and law enforcement agencies is widely considered essential, even 
if some observers continue to insist that “[i]ntelligence-gathering 
tolerates a degree of intrusiveness, harshness, and deceit that Amer-
icans do not want applied against themselves.”72 In this light, today, 
cooperative efforts between the intelligence and law enforcement com-
munities continue to evolve as an understood matter of necessity.73 

This still begs the question, what happens when the Government role of 
ensuring domestic tranquility encroaches on the fundamental human 
rights, and citizen’s expectation of privacy, that it is obligated to protect? 
What happens when the government’s responsibilities to provide privacy 
and security collide, or when the means that the government applies to 
achieve one, encroaches on the other? A brief review and application 
of history may provide some insights as to the potential outcome.

69 Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs, John F. Kennedy School of Government, Harvard 
University, “The USA PATRIOT Act,” http://www.belfercenter.org/sites/default/files/legacy/files/ 
confrontationorcollaboration-92-95.pdf viewed 11 Feb 2017

70 Fredman, John M., “Intelligence Agencies, Law Enforcement, and the Prosecution Team,” Yale Law 
and Policy Review, < http://digitalcommons.law.yale.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1337&con-
text=ylpr>, viewed 13 Feb 2017

71 Ibid. the Emerging Interplay Between Law Enforcement and Intelligence Gathering

72 CRS Report for Congress, Intelligence and Law Enforcement: Countering Transnational Threats to 
the U.S., <httphttp://news.findlaw.com/cnn/docs/crs/intell4lawenf11601.pdf,> viewed 7 February 
2017

73 Ibid. Talbert, Roy
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Applying History: Effects 
of IC/LE Cooperation

The last thing the nation’s leaders should do is to mistake political 

dissent as a threat to homeland security; although surveillance and 

intelligence-gathering capabilities are necessary to combat terrorism, it 

is imperative that America’s leaders keep a bright line between watching 

terrorists and monitoring the political views of Americans.74

    Kim R. Holmes
Heritage Foundation

What is National Security?

To understand the potential privacy and civil liberties impli-
cations of IC support to domestic security it is necessary 
to review some historical examples of such support.

Japanese-American Internment 
Camps During WWII

At the onset of World War II and following the attacks on Pearl Harbor, 
President Franklin Roosevelt issued Executive Order 9066 that resulted 
in the internment or relocation of Japanese-Americans living along the 
United States east coast.  The FBI, and U.S. Navy intelligence, founda-
tion organizations of the U.S IC,  deemed these Japanese-Americans, 
who were teachers, journalists, religious and cultural leaders as “poten-
tially dangerous…,” as such, “they were interned as “enemy aliens.”75  

These Japanese Americans, many who were “Nisei, or American-born 
descendants of Japanese immigrants, were citizens by birthright.76  The 
incarcerated consisted of children, and the elderly who were taken 

74 Ibid. Holmes, Kim R

75 Japanese American Relocation and Internment, Atomic Heritage Foundation, < http://www.atomi-
cheritage.org/history/japanese-american-relocation-and-internment-camps>

76 Burns, Ken, Novick, Lyn, “The War: Civil Rights,” < http://www.pbs.org/thewar/at_home_civil_rights 
_japanese_american.htm>, viewed 17 Feb 2017
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from their homes and business that they had built and held “with-
out due process of law of any factual basis in, bleak, remote camps 
surrounded by barbed wire and armed guards.”77 Many of these 
Americans died from illness or were shot by military guards.

The Administration justified its decision to intern the Japanese-Americans 
as a military necessity aimed at reducing the threats from sabotage or espi-
onage, but a the Commission on Wartime Relocation and Internment of 
Civilians, would see it otherwise and declare the decision as being inspired 
“largely by racial prejudice, wartime hysteria, and a failure of political lead-
ership.” 78 The same commission would later find that, “our government 
had in its possession proof that not one Japanese American, citizen or not, 
had engaged in espionage, not one had committed any act of sabotage.”79 

McCarthyism and the Post-WWII Red Scare

The “Red Scare” of the 1950s, otherwise known as McCarthyism, was 
another stressful time that challenged the U.S. Government to protect 
privacy and civil liberties while pursuing domestic security.  During 
this tumultuous period in U.S. history military intelligence enabled 
law enforcement by sharing techniques on how to collect and main-
tain information in a dossier system.  This records maintenance system 
aided law enforcement in keeping and sharing information on persons 
deemed to be a threat to lawful public order, which included during 
this period, communist sympathizers or organized protesters.80  

Many U.S. citizens were seduced by the active engagements of mem-
bers of the American Communists who were addressing social 
and economic topics including rights for African Americans, labor 
77 Public Broadcast System (PBS), “Internment History,” < http://www.pbs.org/childofcamp/histo-

ry/>, viewed 16 Feb 2017.

78 Ibid. Public Broadcast System (PBS), “Internment History 

79 Troop, Sara, “Lindsay”, in her book on page 120 she quote Michi Weglyn from the book “Years 
of Infamy: The Untold Story of American’s Concentration Camps,” https://books.google.com/
books?isbn=146711572X , viewed 13 Feb 2017

80 International Association of Directors of Law Enforcement Standards and Training, A Brief History 
of Law Enforcement Intelligence: Past Practice and Recommendations for Change, https://www.
iadlest.org/Portals/0/Files/Documents/DDACTS/Docs/A%20Brief%20History%20of%20
Law%20Enforcement%20Intelligence%20-%20Past%20Practice%20and%20Recommenda-
tions%20for%20Change.pdf, viewed  12 Jan 2017
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rights, and advocating for the unemployed, to name a few.81 More 
importantly, many Americans who did not join the party sympa-
thized with what they saw as its goals and jointed other groups with 
tangential connections, and were victimized for their cause. 82  

The Red Scare was ‘institutionalized’ through such govern-
ment instruments as 1947 Federal Loyalty-Security Program and 
the House Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC). The 
government used these programs to unfairly investigate the loy-
alties of civil rights activists and homosexuals.  “Some 2700 
American citizens in these categories were dismissed, or resigned 
“voluntarily” [from federal service] between 1947 and 1956.” 83 

In 1947 the HUAC subpoenaed members from Hollywood including, 
leading actors, directors and screenwriters to public hearings.  It was here 
that “famous director Edward Dmytryk and Oscar-winning screenwrit-
ers Dalton Trumbo and Ring Lardner, Jr.—refused to cooperate on the 
grounds that answering the committee’s questions would legitimize inquiry 
into political beliefs and associations” 84 As a result the group was convicted 
and served prison terms…and the HUAC’s efforts led to a number of enter-
tainers being placed on “blacklists,” impeding their ability to find work. 85

Results from another U.S. IC effort helped to fuel anticommunist fears 
in the U.S. The Venona Project, as it was known, was a “counter-intelli-
gence program initiated by the U.S. Army’s Signal Intelligence Service 
(later the National Security Agency), in order to intercept and decrypt 
diplomatic messages transmitted by the Soviet Union.  This program col-
lected a treasure trove of information, some of which were used to identify 
United Kingdom citizens spying for the Soviet Union.  This same project 
also later revealed intelligence communiques between the Soviet KGB 
and a U.S. domestic spy network linked to the atomic bomb project.86

81 Wall, Wendy, “Anticommunism in the 1950s,” The Gilder Lehrman Institute of American History < 
https://www.gilderlehrman.org/history-by-era/fifties/essays/anti-communism-1950s>, viewed 17 
Feb 2017

82 Ibid. International Association of Directors of Law Enforcement Standards and Training

83 Ibid. International Association of Directors of Law Enforcement Standards and Training 

84 Ibid. International Association of Directors of Law Enforcement Standards and Training

85 Ibid. International Association of Directors of Law Enforcement Standards and Training

86 Haynes, Johne Earl; Klehr, Harvey, Venona: Decoding Soviet Espionage, NY Times on the Web, 
http://www.nytimes.com/books/first/h/haynes-venona.html, viewed  8 Jan 2017
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American Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s

One of the more critical events that contributed to shaping the public’s 
perception of privacy, civil liberties and security was the passing of the 
Fourteenth Amendment in 1869 as a the post-civil war reconstruction 
era  decision. This amendment through legal interpretation, extended 
privacy and other civil liberties to all citizens regardless of race or color, 
but would take nearly another one hundred years to be fully adopted, in 
practice, by the nation as a whole which was still practicing racial segrega-
tion.  The resulting inequality spurred activists in support of civil rights in 
an era recognized as the American Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s.

Opposition to U.S. participation in the Vietnam War would further 
exacerbate tensions between the government and it’s populace in an 
already turbulent environment.  Demonstrations in opposition to 
racial inequality, the war in Vietnam, socio-economic conditions, and 
other social factors would often erupt into violent demonstrations. 

In response the government authorized the IC and the FBI to conduct 
operations and activities against American citizens with dissent-
ing views.  These operations would later become exposed and the 
U.S. government would be forced to acknowledge its roles in violat-
ing American citizen’s civil rights.  The exposure also resulted in the 
development and implementation of policies to restrict domestic sur-
veillance and intelligence operations without proper authorizations 
and congressional oversight.87  Two of these programs, the FBI-led 
Counter Intelligence Program (COINTELPRO) and the CIA-led 
OPERATION CHAOS, are discussed in the preceding section.

87 CIA Intelligence Collection of Americans: Chaos and the Office of Security, < http://www.aarcli-
brary.org/publib/church/reports/book3/pdf/ChurchB3_9_CHAOS.pdf>
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COINTELPRO and Operation CHAOS

“It wasn’t just spying on Americans... [t]he intent of 

COINTELPRO was to destroy lives and ruin reputations.” 

Loch K. Johnson
Aide to Senator Frank Church, Democrat of Idaho.

Between 1956 and 1971, the IC enabled high-level government offi-
cials to run the Counter Intelligence Program (COINTELPRO).  This 
FBI-led compilation of programs was “aimed at undermining and erad-
icating groups, movements, and— almost all of which were part of the 
Left — it viewed as threats to national security and social order.”88 This 
effort authorized FBI field agents to “spy on civil rights leaders, politi-
cal organizers and suspected Communists… [in order] to sow distrust 
among protest groups.”  “The FBI quickly came to view the citizens who 
joined those movements as enemies to be covertly fought and elimi-
nated.” 89 Once the program was revealed, investigators uncovered an 
FBI attempt to blackmail Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King by “threaten-
ing to expose his extramarital affairs if he did not commit suicide.” 90

In 1967 the U.S. IC, led by CIA, conducted domestic surveillance on Amer-
ican Citizens under a program known as “CHAOS.” The program which 
allegedly was conducted at the direction of the President Johnson, aimed 
to determine whether American citizens who openly expressed dissent to 
the Vietnam War, racial inequalities, or other relevant issues in the country 
were doing so under foreign influence.  (The latter argument often used 
to substantiate domestic intelligence collection by the IC, which by law is 
not supposed to collect information in U.S. territories or on U.S. Persons).

“The CHAOS office participated in the preparation of some half dozen 
major reports for higher authorities, all of which concluded that no 
significant role was being played by foreign elements in the various 

88 Marcetic, Branko, “The FBI’s Secret War,” Jacobin Reason in Revolt, https://www.jacobinmag.com 
/2016/08/fbi-cointelpro-new-left-panthers-muslim-surveillance/, viewed 11 Dec 2016

89 Ibid. Marcetic, Branko, 

90 Ibid. Marcetic, Branko
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protest movements.”91 This repeatedly negative finding met with contin-
ued skepticism from the White House under two administrations and 
pressures for further inquiry. In response to this skepticism CHAOS 
continued to expand its coverage of Americans in order to increase 
White House confidence in the accuracy of its findings. A second major 
element of the CHAOS operation was to pursue specific inquiries from 
the FBI about the activity of particular Americans traveling abroad. 92

These historical examples provide adequate reason for U.S. decision 
and policy makers to ‘pause’ when considering IC support to domes-
tic intelligence operations and activities.  The question to ask is, “did 
the United States sufficiently internalize the lessons from this period? 
Does existing law, policy, and procedures adequately stipulate mea-
sures to minimize the risk of government abuse and to protect privacy 
and other civil liberties, or is the nation on a track to repeat history?”

The Alliance with Technology

Nothing would have a greater impact on debates apropos privacy, civil 
liberties, and security than the dramatic advances in technology and 
the contentious role of the IC’s application of technologies and inno-
vative processes in support of domestic security investigations.

Throughout U.S. history advances in technology have either directly or 
indirectly enabled the government to identify, collect, archive, retrieve, and 
correlate information that would have otherwise been deemed as private. 

In the late 19th Century advances in technology associated with the 
newspaper industry resulted in the Penny Press, which became a 
principal source for news and gossip.  This inexpensive news source, 
coupled with investigative journalists who established relations with 
government authorities, informed the public of information that 
could have previously been kept private.  Journalists gained access to 

91 Ibid. CIA Intelligence Collection of Americans 

92 Ibid. CIA Intelligence Collection of Americans 
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public information gleaned from law enforcement and court records, 
and included these scintillating tidbits in their publications.93  

Shortly following, the nation would witness an onslaught of techno-
logical advances including the telegram, telephone, the camera, the 
dictograph [an early form of electronic eavesdropping], latent fin-
gerprint collection for biometric analysis and attribution, and the 
implementation of the U.S. Social Security Card as a personally iden-
tifying information.94 In the 21st Century the world would witness 
the emergence of the Digital Age and the Internet. These advances in 
technology and correlating innovative applications provided opportu-
nity for other citizens, businesses, and even the government to acquire 
information that was previously thought to be inherently private. 

In response to public concerns about privacy evoked by advances in 
technology, Congress began examining, monitoring, and assessing the 
implementation and use of these technologies in order to determine 
whether and how to regulate.  The courts were also under increased 
pressure to rule on the tolerability of the government’s application of 
these technologies in criminal cases in light of the public concerns over 
the government’s, specifically law enforcement’s, intrusive methods. 

In a noteworthy case spurred by law enforcement’s standard prac-
tice of wiretapping phones and eavesdropping on conversations, the 
U.S. Supreme Court ruled in Olmstead v. United States that seizure 
of electronic communication [by the government] was constitution-
al.95  This ruling resulted in additional public discourse regarding 
privacy and security and forced Congress to address the concerns of 
its constituents.  Congress eventually passed legislation via the Federal 
Communications Act Section 605 which prohibited any third-party 
from intercepting and using any communication without the expressed 
consent of the sender, but this was not sufficiently preventive.96

93 The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Library, American Newspapers, 1800-1860: City 
Newspaper: < http://www.library.illinois.edu/hpnl/guides/newspapers/american/1800-1860/city.
html>, viewed  14 Jan 2017

94 Ibid. Huitric

95 JUSTIA, U.S. Supreme Court, Olmstead v. United States, 438 (1928), https://supreme.justia.com/
cases/  federal/us/277/438/case.html, viewed 22 Feb 2017

96 Ibid. Huitric
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As expected the concept of privacy and liberty continued to mature, 
evolving based on socioenvironmental stimuli and response, 
as well as societal norms of the time.  As privacy as a concept 
matured, it became easier to reinforce through authoritative and 
legal framework, but the ever constant-stimuli necessitating change 
remained, particularly with respect to advances in technology.

Concerns regarding the government’s application of technology in support 
of national security continues to present day.  With each day that passes, 
technology “become[s] more ubiquitous, affordable, and integrated” into 
the daily fabric of American life. Technology has various roles and is used 
both in the private and public domain for varying purposes.  In the public 
domain technology is often used to maintain social contacts, navigate to 
new destinations, conduct secure financial transactions, obfuscate pri-
vate data or activities, support independent research, develop, form, and 
shape opinions, and rally citizens for a common cause, to name a few. 

In support of domestic operations the government’s use of technol-
ogy is expansive.  A few ‘bins’ include maintaining vital records, 
providing and even crowd-sourcing data to provide more efficient 
government services, communicating with citizens, ensuring legal com-
pliance, enabling criminal and national security investigations.97 

The government’s use of tools that identify and locate individuals or their 
life patterns could be applied to track criminal or other behavior in a 
manner that has yet to be realized.  When combined with big-data ana-
lytics and algorithms, these tools “could be used to “predict” individuals’ 
health issues, criminal activity, educational potential, or job aptitude. 
Mass surveillance from drones could be used by government, civilian, 
and adversaries “alter[ing] the possibilities for privacy… [and] under-
mining a sense of security… stifl[ing] freedoms in authoritarian states” 
and possible eroding freedoms in the U.S. and other democratic states. 98

97 “3 Ways Government Uses Technology To Make An Impact”, http://theblacksheepagency.com/3-
ways-government-uses-technology-to-make-an-impact/ viewed 26 Feb 2017

98 ODNI Global Trends Report - https://www.dni.gov/index.php/key-global-trends/terrorism)
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Privacy Implications of Specific Technologies

When looked at together, private citizens and government’s use of tech-
nology in the public domain, whether in the conduct of normal business 
or in support of national security and public order, creates known, or in 
some cases unknown vulnerabilities.  In light of the recent revelations of 
state-sponsored capabilities by the likes of Edward Snowden and Bradley 
(now Chelsea) Manning, many citizens have adjusted how they interact 
with their technologies.  Surprisingly, however, these citizens feel that they 
can’t out-pace government surveillance technologies, or simply don’t care 
sufficiently enough to adjust how they interact with the technology.99 

The technologies that are most concerning include the integration of cloud 
architecture into various platforms enabling long term and off-device 
storage; advances in camera, drones, and other imagery-based technol-
ogies; advances in social media applications, cell-phone and portable 
electronics devices and related applications, technologies that enable 
personal attribution through the collection of biometric data includ-
ing, but not limited to facial recognition, the voluminous amounts of 
data available through electronic-government initiatives (e-Govern-
ment) and the propensity for integrating this information in big-data 
analytics; and the varying array of the Internet of Things (IoT). 

These proven technologies enable personal, business, and government 
functions and activities.  Their use, however, comes with varying degrees 
of risk to reasonable expectations of privacy.  In some cases their use 
increases the risk of exposing private citizen or government information 
to unintended users.  Below I will detail some of the privacy implica-
tions associated with some of the more concerning technologies:

1. Cloud-Enabled Internet Architecture: 

A lot of people hear the term ‘cloud’ and think the term refers to some-
thing new.  Rather, the term simply refers to how organizations and 
people use the internet in a way that many would argue is more effi-
cient.  A simple definition of the cloud is that it is a means that allows 

99 Ibid. Madden, Mary, Rainie, Lee. 
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an individual, business, corporations, and even government, to store 
and access data or software-applications and programs over the internet 
instead of on their personal computers, mobile devices, or organiza-
tional servers. 100 The concept of the cloud is not new.  It is based off of 
“the timesharing model from the 1960s, which was eventually killed by 
the rise of the personal computer… [i]t’s what Hotmail and Gmail…” 
and other internet-based companies have been using for years.101

As with information technologies, security is about trust, and the only 
difference between any other service and the cloud is that is that the “trust 
boundary [moves] out one step further.” 102 Cloud users must trust all 
entities involved in the service supply chain; from the hardware to the soft-
ware vendors, and every entity in between.  Any of these could introduce 
a vulnerability that would “undermine your security: crash your systems, 
corrupt data, allow an attacker to get access to systems,” and as a result 
impact the ability to keep your data private. 103 To use cloud computing 
services demands that you award explicit trust to your service provider 
for the security, confidentiality, integrity, and availability of your data.104

As noted above, the privacy implication to using cloud computing services 
is that the “data-owner” is not in control of the services where the data 
resides, and as such must fully trust the service provider.  In a 2016 survey 
conducted by The Ponemon Institute which conducts independent research 
on privacy, data protection and information security policy, they stated that 
“the growing use of cloud services (SaaS) and the increase in backup and 
storage of confidential data in the cloud would likely cause a data breach 
in the cloud.”105.  This is particularly relevant in the United States since 
Congress decided to “dismantle rules created by the Federal Communica-
tions Commission to… [protect] your internet activities from collection 

100 Griffith, Eric, “What is Cloud Computing,” PC Magazine, http://www.pcmag.com/article2/ 
0,2817,2372163,00.asp, viewed 20 Feb 2017

101 Schneier, Bruce, “Cloud Computing,” Schneier on Security, https://www.schneier.com/blog /
archives/2009/06/cloud_computing.html, viewed 13 Feb 2017

102 Ibid. Schneier, Bruce, 

103 Ibid. Schneier, Bruce,

104 Ibid. Schneier, Bruce,

105 The Ponemon Institute, “Cloud Malware and Data Breaches in Europe 2016 Study,” https://
resources.netskope.com/h/i/294404733-cloud-malware-and-data-breaches-in-europe-2016-
study/162467, viewed 21 Feb 2017.
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and sale by marketers…”106 Such a breach could be as a result of service 
providers who don’t keep pace with security threats, disgruntled employees 
with unfettered access, or legacy infrastructure that can’t take advantage 
of today’s security technologies. When this happens your data is at risk for 
exposure to nefarious hackers and criminals, or even the government.

That is what happened in May 2016 when a Russian hacker named Peace, 
acquired “over 117 million LinkedIn user logins” purloined from Linke-
dIns private cloud architecture…for sale on the black market. A breach 
five years earlier at LinkedIn had already compromised over six million 
user accounts exposing private information. Peace claims that the data that 
is for sale includes “user IDs, email addresses and hashed passwords.”107

2.  Imaging Technologies, Cameras, Drones, surveil-
lance cameras and other imaging technologies: 

Cameras and related imaging technologies are found mounted on the 
side of edifices in a large municipalities, integrated into the payload on 
unmanned aerial systems or drones, or as a mandatory uniform accessory 
in the form of a police-body camera.  Cameras have the ability to capture 
and record high-resolution photographs, transmit live- video, capture 
infrared, radar, and hyperspectral imagery, and in some cases record 
audio.  When imaging technologies are integrated into other devices, like 
cell phones, the camera may reveal location data and other personally 
attributable information.  These characteristics combined makes these 
technologies among the most worrisome regarding implications to privacy.

Consider, for example, the high-resolution capabilities of the 
Gigapixel camera used during the inauguration of President Donald 
Trump. The Central New Network (CNN) produced an interac-
tive copy of the photo that could allow any user with access to 
zoom in and look at each individual in attendance at the ceremo-
ny.108  What if the government applied this technology differently?

106 Weise, Elizabeth, “Forget About Online Privacy: Experts Say to Practice Digital Hygiene Instead,” 
USA Today, 30 March 2017.

107 Spring, Tom, “2012 LinkedIn Data Breach Just Got Worse: 117 Million Logins for Sale” Threat Post, 
https://threatpost.com/2012-linkedin-breach-just-got-a-lot-worse-117-million-new-logins-for-
sale/118173/, viewed 12 Feb 2017

108 CNN http://www.cnn.com/interactive/2017/01/politics/trump-inauguration-gigapixel/
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Imagine if the government employed this technology in support of 
domestic security like monitoring the Dakota Access Pipeline demon-
strations at Standing Rock.  Envision the government collecting 
and storing the photo and later exploiting it to identify government 
employees who participated in the demonstration.  Applying recent 
history, one only has to recall the 1947 Federal Loyalty-Security Pro-
gram and the resulting 2700 Americans “who were dismissed, or 
resigned “voluntarily” from their federal jobs.” 109 This scenario is not 
too far from imaginable, especially when you consider that gigapixel 
camera technology could be integrated in law enforcement drones.

Drones

Drones refer to “any remotely controlled unmanned flying vehicle regard-
less of size, use, or on-board technology, from 15-ton Global Hawks used 
by the U.S. military to palm-sized rotary-wing vehicles used by hobby-
ists.” 110 Drones in use for domestic surveillance by Government, [IC], 
and law enforcement include “military versions [that] can stay in air the 
hours for hours or days at a time, and their high-tech cameras can scan 
entire cities, or alternatively, zoom in and read a milk carton from 60,000 
feet.”111 These drones are often equipped to intercept and collect commu-
nications over Wi-Fi or cell phones, and to mimic a cell-tower in order to 
collect location data. Drones are in use by public and private entities. 112

The domestic employment of drones “remains substantially unregu-
lated, with no privacy and civil liberties restrictions at the federal level.” 

113 When considering the integration of advanced imaging payloads like 
the Autonomous Real-time Ground Ubiquitous Surveillance Imaging 
System (ARGUS-IS) a sophisticated system that combines the images 
of 368 consumer-grade five-megapixel smartphone camera sensors into 
a single 1.8 gigapixel-image...making it the world’s highest resolution 
109 Ibid. International Association of Directors of Law Enforcement Standards and Training 

110 Electronic Privacy Information Center (EPIC), “Spotlight on Surveillance 2014: Drones in the Sky,” 
https://epic.org/privacy/surveillance/spotlight/1014/drones.html, accessed 15 Feb 2017

111 Electronic Freedom Frontier, “Surveillance Drones,” https://www.eff.org/issues/surveil-
lance-drones, viewed 16 Feb 2017

112 Ibid. EFF, Surveillance Drones

113 Ibid. EFF, Surveillance Drones
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camera. 114 One must consider how the product will be used, and by 
whom because the resulting high-definition images from this camera 
provide details that would allow its users to identify specific individu-
als in a crowd. 115 This type of technical assistance to law enforcement 
by technologies, particularly if enabled through IC technical assistance, 
could potentially infringe of the First Amendment rights of U.S. citizens.

Body Cameras

In the present day one can find cameras anywhere including body cam-
eras.  These type of cameras are used extensively by adventurists to 
capture every angle of their extreme activities, so it made sense to explore 
this technology for daily use by police officers. Body cameras have 
long been touted as a tool to “… offer transparency and help to defend 
police actions… tak[ing] the guess work out of “who did what.”116

The thought process behind employing this technology for law enforce-
ment officers follows Jeremy Bentham’s “panopticon” guardhouse model 
which implies that while under the pretext of persistent surveillance, those 
surveilled would be on their best behavior.117 As Neil Franklin wrote in 
the New York Times, “we train police … recruits to conduct themselves 
as if they’re being followed by a video camera 24/7… it allows [the police] 
to  defend officers unjustly accused and punish those who are guilty. This 
type of technology is particularly helpful when facing the “infamous 
blue wall of silence” – the tendency of police to defend” their own. 118 

The benefits of employing police body cameras as a method to protect 
private citizens from excessive use of force is obvious particularly since 
the advent of the war on drugs … [resulting in a] rise in racial pro-
filing, unconstitutional searches and other dubious practices.” 119 This 

114 Ibid. EFF, Surveillance Drones

115 Ibid. EFF, Surveillance Drones

116 Franklin, Neil, “Body Cameras Restore Our Trust in Police,” New York Times, <Body Cameras Could 
Restore Trust in Police>, viewed 21 Feb 2017

117 Foucault, Michel Discipline & Punish: The Birth of the Prison (NY: Vintage Books 1995) pp. 195-228

118 Ibid. Franklin, Neil

119 Ibid. Franklin, Neil
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technology is equally beneficial to law enforcement officers whom have 
experienced “a tremendous decrease in public trust,” and whom the body 
cameras protect from accusations of misconduct. 120 Still there are pri-
vacy implications worth considering when employing body cameras.

These implications include having visual and audio details of the vic-
tims or bystanders to a crime recorded during the police responses. 
The camera would likely record the officer’s investigation and ques-
tioning of the victim in a domestic or sexual assault. The officer’s body 
camera may capture private and even health-related data with a med-
ical first responder.  Imagine a discussion between two officers in a 
patrol car where one officer discusses possible corruption or miscon-
duct at the precinct.  In similar fashion to the panoptic model, might 
the victims or police officers change their behavior or their response if 
they knew that the camera was on?  Here lies the crux of the issue.  

In all of these cases not knowing who will have access to the recorded 
information, or for how long, or who else might gain access, could all 
“impact the behavior of members of the public and individual police 
officers.” Existing legal policies have broad interpretations and “were not 
written with body -cameras in mind, leaving significant gaps between 
what is sound policy and what is legal.” A decision to mandate the 
use of police body cameras should consider “the potential for embar-
rassment and harm to individual members of the public, the chilling 
effect on free speech, and the effect on interactions between police 
officers and the public, and the privacy rights of police officers.” 121 

3. Social Media Platforms and Applications:

The number of social media applications used today continues to grow and 
so do the privacy implications.  In general consumers place a high degree 
of trust in social media applications. Because of this, consumers tend to 
share voluminous amounts of data that in any other circumstance would 
be considered private. When amalgamated with other openly available 
information.  This user-provided social media data layer poses a significant 

120 Ibid. Franklin, Neil

121 Freund, Kelly, “When Cameras are Rolling: Privacy Implications of Body Mounted Cameras on 
Police,” http://www.columbia.edu/cu/jlsp/pdf/Dec2015/Freund.pdf, viewed 22 Feb 2017
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risk to privacy.  Further, by maintaining trust in the social media appli-
cation the user creates additional risks in other areas linked to social 
media account such as cyber/digital currency, voice over internet protocol 
telephony tools, gaming, and purchasing of online gifts and services.122

Part of the registration and interactive processes on social media net-
works requires user to provide information such as “birthday, email 
address, phone numbers, where you live, work, go or went to school, 
as well as family, friends and affiliates.  This data is required to pro-
vide the optimal user experience and creates a ‘honey-pot’ for “[i]
dentity thieves [who aim] to gather their victims’ personal informa-
tion from the information available on the social media sites.” 123 

Hackers and cyber-criminals stalk social media networks looking for 
the user-provided ‘honey-pot’ of data they can use to support vari-
ous nefarious activities. Using a combination of social engineering 
and hacking, they lure their victims via targeted web-links, emails, 
or text messages.  Once the user interacts with the content then the 
hacker can infect the user’s digital devices like computers, cell phones, 
and tablets, with malicious software or scripts.124 By employing this 
method, the hacker or criminal can gain access to sensitive user data 
including “information about the passwords you use on your social 
media networks and other accounts which you access online.” 125

The privacy risks posed by social media network increases fur-
ther when the application is accessed via a cell phone.  When 
combined with the location services integrated into the device 
to enable communication, or the social media networks “loca-
tion-check-in” service, a hacker could “track your whereabouts…” 
or burglarize your home when they know you are away. 126

122 Benson, Vladlena, Morgan, Stephanie, “Implications of Social Media User in Personal and Profes-
sional Settings,” http://site.ebrary.com.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/lib/alltitles/docDetail.ac-
tion?docID=11022383, viewed 20 Feb 2017.

123 Cohen, Sam, “Privacy Risk with Social Media,” Huffington Post http://www.huffingtonpost.com/
sam-cohen/privacy-risk-with-social-_b_13006700.html, viewed 17 Feb 2017

124 Ibid. Cohen, Sam,

125 Ibid. Cohen, Sam

126 Ibid. Cohen, Sam
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4. Mobile and Portable Electronic Devices: 

The evolution in cell phone and portable electronic device technol-
ogy to collect, track, and store information on where users go with 
their devices combined with their ability to “transmit [location data] to 
the service provider or other third parties’” regardless of whether the 
phone is GPS enabled or not, has significant privacy implications.  

Law enforcement and government agent’s continue to gain access to 
this data to “monitor the movement of individuals who may or may 
not be suspected of a crime 127 Law enforcement has also worked with 
wireless service providers to gain access to historical location data or 
to surreptitiously “implant tracking devices.” 128   Because privacy laws 
and subsequent policies regarding law enforcement application of 
technology continue to lag behind, theoretically, this “data provided 
by your smartphone may be used against you in a court of law.”  129

Law enforcement has also been known to tap into the locations of 
smartphones, ask wireless providers to turn over days’ worth of loca-
tion data, and implant tracking devices. Also, law enforcement can 
request all the data your smartphone provider has collected about 
you. Federal privacy laws have not kept up with the pace of tech-
nology and courts are unclear on how easy it should be for law 
enforcement to gain access to your smartphone and its data.

There are other privacy implications tied to mobile devices, some of 
which are linked to the fact that the devices are portable making easy 
to pilfer or lose.130  “The cleverest intrusion-detection system and best 
anti-virus software are useless against a malicious person with physi-
cal access.” 131 A physical device in the hands of an experienced hacker 
could reveal a lot of useful information. “Deleted does not mean 

127 EPIC, “Locational Privacy,” https://epic.org/privacy/location_privacy/, viewed 19 Feb 2017

128 O’Leary, David; “Mobile Device Security in the Workplace: 5 Key Risks and s Surprising Challenge,” 
http://focus.forsythe.com/articles/55/Mobile-Device-Security-in-the-Workplace-5-Key-Risks-and-
a-Surprising-Challenge, viewed 3 Jan 2017.

129 “Privacy in the Age of the Smart Phone,”<https://www.privacyrights.org/consumer-guides/priva-
cy-age-smartphone#intro>, viewed 12 Feb 2017

130 Ibid. O’Leary, David 

131 Ibid. EPIC, “Locational Privacy
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deleted” when referring the data stored on cell phone.  An attacker 
or government agent could employ publically available [f]orensic 
data retrieval software to recover data from the mobile phone. 132

Cell phones that are in the category of Smart Phone, and which have 
Wi-Fi connectivity have additional risks that could expose private infor-
mation.  This risk is linked the susceptibility to mobile malware that 
steals otherwise private data. 133 Most notable, however, is that “[w]
i-Fi-enabled smartphones are susceptible … “Wi-Fi hacking and man-in-
the-middle (MITM) attacks,” in addition to being vulnerable to having 
their “[c]ellular data transmission…intercepted and decrypted134

5. Attribution Enabling Technologies:

I am using the term Attribution Enabling Technologies to encom-
pass a wide range of surveillance tools and capabilities, including 
biometrics and other technologies that provide unique information 
used discern and attribute an activity to an individual.

A.  Facial and Iris Recognition: 

Facial and iris Recognition capabilities are two types of biometric anal-
ysis designed to identify a specific individual by the mathematical 
mensuration of specific data points or patterns on the face or in the iris 
of the eye. In facial recognition the computer “inspect[s and compares] 
the size, shape, and position of our noses, eye sockets, cheekbones, 
and jawbones.” The results of the computer analysis and the captured 
face are stored in a data set that is used to compare to other pictures in 
another data set (e.g. law enforcement) in order to identify a match.135

Iris recognition works in a similar manner except it is based on ana-
lyzing the random pattern of the iris,” the colored portion of the eye 

132 Ibid. EPIC, “Locational Privacy

133 Ibid. EPIC, “Locational Privacy

134 Ibid. EPIC, “Locational Privacy

135 American Civil Liberties Union, “They are Watching,” https://theyarewatching.org/technology/
facial-recognition, viewed 25 Feb 2017
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that determines the size of the pupil.136 This analysis is reduced to a 
“mathematical pattern-recognition techniques on video images of 
one or both of the irises of an individual’s eyes, whose complex pat-
terns are unique, stable, and can be seen from some distance.”

These capabilities have been employed at airports, public 
venues, and are expected to evolve to be incorporated into 
other surveillance applications.  The employment of these capa-
bilities, however, has not been without risks to privacy. 

As with the employment of a drone equipped with a gigapixel 
camera, the use of facial recognition capabilities to identify indi-
viduals “involved in lawful activities, such as protest marchers, 
reproductive clinic patients, or gun show patrons,”  could infringe 
on an American citizen’s reasonable expectation of privacy.137 

The resulting database of faces or iris also poses a huge risk, espe-
cially since it offers opportunities for the government to mishandle 
or misuse the data. Although most police departments have digi-
tized faces of criminal offenders, “many police officials are pushing 
for access to larger, non-criminal photo banks...raising significant 
privacy and abuse concerns, since it substantially expands the poten-
tial for use of those photos for dragnet surveillance purposes.” 138

This is exactly the concern raised by Alastair MacGregor, the Bio-
metrics Commissioner in the United Kingdom, who warned 
that “image databases and face recognition could be used to 
track people’s movements by “combining widespread CCTV and 
access to a huge searchable database of facial images”.139 

136 National Science and Technology Council, “Iris Recognition,” https://www.google.com/
url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=16&ved=0ahUKEwjowqWumqzSAhVBxYMKHS-
HuDlYQFghoMA8&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fbi.gov%2Ffile-repository%2Fabout-us-cjis-fin-
gerprints_biometrics-biometric-center-of-excellences-iris-recognition.pdf&usg=AFQjCNEEekB 
goqDeDr6zk5ZQk4EXJ7Jq7w&cad=rja, viewed 22 Feb 2017

137 Ibid. ACLU  “They are Watching”

138 Ibid. NSTC Iris Recognition 

139 BBC News | Technology, “Facewatch ‘Thieves Recognition’ CCTV on Trial in UK Stores,” http://www.
bbc.com/news/technology-35111363, viewed 11 Feb 2017
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MacGregor’s comments are linked to the Facewatch program in the 
UK, a capability where storeowners use an application (app) that allows 
them to collect and “share their CCTV images of shoplifters and other 
potential offenders… and which is now providing “the ability [for 
storeowners] to generate alerts if a face recognition system matches 
individuals in the shared pictures to customers in their stores.” 140

A similar system adapted from a tool used by the U.S. Military to 
identify and track insurgents during the war in Afghanistan and 
Iraq, is already in use in various locations in the U.S. “The Mobile 
Offender Recognition and Information System (MORIS), an iPhone 
attachment that checks fingerprints and iris scans” against criminal 
databases, “raising significant questions about privacy and civil lib-
erties.”141 Further, the Department of Defense is funding research 
to perfect “a camera that can take rapid-fire, database-quality iris 
scans of every person in a crowd from a distance of 10 meters.” 142

The challenges with biometrics is that this type of technology can be 
misapplied, misinterpreted, and even compromised, all of which would 
have a grave impact on privacy. As an example, integrating facial rec-
ognition and matching technologies into pervasive video networks 
“would result in “a more powerful and much more invasive capabili-
ty.”143 The Department of Homeland Security has already researched 
and assessed such a capability in the Biometric Optical Surveillance 
System (BOSS) designed to identify and recognize faces in a crowd. 144

Another key aspect of biometric ‘signature’ acquired through 
such capabilities as iris and facial recognition is the ability of the 
collector to protect the data and its association with a specific indi-
vidual. Irreplaceable “[b]iometric identifiers could… be stolen” 
and one could only begin to imagine the ensuing chaos. 145

140 Ibid. BBC News | Technology, “Facewatch 

141 Steel, Emily, “How a New Tool for Police Face Recognition Works,” <http://blogs.wsj.com/ dig-
its/2011/07/13/how-a-new-police-tool-for-face-recognition-works/>, viewed 17 Feb 2017

142 Munday, Oliver, “Biometric Security Poses Huge Privacy Risk,” Scientific American, https://www.
scientificamerican.com/article/biometric-security-poses-huge-privacy-risks/, viewed 18 Feb 2017
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As technology advances, some of the biometric collectors won’t require 
consent.  As an example, in typical law enforcement operations to 
collect biometrics like a DNA-swab in the mouth, fingerprints, a 
mug-short, or even an iris scan, requires subject’s cooperation.  Tools 
like BOSS or the Iris Camera under development by DoD are not 
constrained to a cooperating subject.  These technologies aim to “col-
lect on the fly,” and as such have privacy implications, particularly 
when matching the collection to other government databases.

B. License Plate Readers

Automated license plate recognition (ALPR) applies optical character 
recognition technology to images or videos of license plates in order to dis-
cern the characters and “read” the image.  The cameras can be mounted in 
various location including fixed areas of concern, toll booths, or mounted 
on a police vehicle.  A key component of the ALPR system, apart from the 
collecting camera, is the software and supporting databases that enable 
the device to do a “one to many” search for the collected license plate 
against “known” license plates to identify a match. The system can also 
store or link the collected data to other applications or databases. 146  

ALPRs help track down stolen cars and fugitives.” 147  They also help 
identify “wanted felons [and] sexual predator[s], [and they are used for] 
DUI surveillance, drug enforcement, general surveillance and investi-
gation, and homeland security purposes.”148 ALPR are a sophisticated 
way of tracking drivers’ locations, and when their data is aggregated 
over time they can paint detailed pictures of people’s lives.” 149

License plate reading technology has been explored and tested by the FBI 
since early 2007 and the Bureau maintains “a fleet of automated license 
plate readers that it loans out to field offices nationwide” according to 

146 EPIC: License Plate Recognition Systems < EPIC - https://epic.org/privacy/licenseplates>, viewed 
24 Feb 2017

147 ACLU License Plate Readers https://theyarewatching.org/technology/automatic-li-
cense-plate-reader, viewed 2 March 2017

148 Ibid. EPIC: License Plate Recognition 
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documents obtained by the ACLU. 150  These documents don’t, however, 
elaborate on how the FBI employs the ALPR, nor does it state if the ALPRs 
are used to target a single vehicle linked to criminal investigation or as 
part of a broader ‘collection’ capability.  151 Further, the documents don’t 
provide any insight as to how long the data is stored, or by whom.  It is 
important to note, at this point, that in the United Kingdom where the 
application of this technology got its start, the data “stored for five years 
in the National ANPR [Automatic Number Plate Recognition] Data 
Centre, and may be analyzed for intelligence and used as evidence.

The use of automated license plate readers (ALPR) and the assortment 
of law enforcement applications that make use of the data is becoming 
increasingly controversial, even becoming a subject of discourse with the 
FBI.152 FBI lawyers were concerned about the “use of the technology and 
the apparent lack of a cohesive government policy to protect the civil liber-
ties of citizens whose vehicles are photographed by the readers.” 153 Others 
continue to question the privacy implications of license plate readers 
arguing that their use by the law enforcement from federal to local levels 
“pose a fundamental risk to privacy” because the data, when combined 
with other sources of information, could reveal inherently private data.

The FBI and other law enforcement entities employing ALPR continue to 
argue that there are negligible privacy risks employing the technology, but 
privacy advocates do not agree. These advocates note that the ALPR and 
its associated database can reveal sensitive locational data and life patterns 
that one may want to be otherwise private.  The ACLU further notes the 
broad collection of information inherent in the technology explaining how 
“an LPR system in Nassau County, New York, can scan 8,000-10,000 license 
plates during an officer’s eight-hour shift.1 The Arcadia Police Department 
in California has stationary license plate scanner cameras that can scan 
1,500 plates per hour.2 In Philadelphia, police use a van equipped with 
LPR cameras to roam the streets scanning around 3,600 plates per day.154

150 Zetter, Kim, “Even the FBI Had Privacy Concerns on License Plate Readers,” Wired, < https://www.
wired.com/2015/05/even-fbi-privacy-concerns-license-plate-readers/>, viewed 20 Jan 2017
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A Virginia man recently sued the Fairfax County Police Department in his 
state for unnecessarily collecting and retaining images of his license plate. The 
man was not a suspect in a criminal investigation and asserts the database 
violates a state law prohibiting government agencies from unnecessarily col-
lecting, storing, or disseminating the personal information of individuals.155 

C. Radio Frequency Identification

“Radio frequency identification [RFID] tags emit a radio signal that 
contains the information stored on the chip. When used inappropri-
ately, they risk consumer privacy, allow hackers to access sensitive 
personal information, and track innocent individuals’ movements.” 156

The privacy implications of RFIDs are many and include the fact that 
the devices are typically small in size, can come in hundreds, even thou-
sands of forms with an unbridled number of possible applications. 
RFIDs have an open-design concept that enables them to communicate 
remotely with “any compatible reader…through materials like card-
board, and plastic. With most devices, you can’t even tell when it is 
transmitting data the reader because it does so in a passive manner.157

RFIDs could potentially contain an individual’s location data, reveal-
ing every detailed location and enabling another party to track the 
individual’s movement over time.  Because RFIDs don’t typically 
employ cryptographic means of protection, or the managers of the 
system don’t enable the capability, this technology susceptible to 
being “sniffed … [exposing this locational data to] unauthorized par-
ties.” 158 This vulnerability is why “Sen[ator] Patrick Leahy warned 
that RFID may herald an age of ‘micro monitoring.” 159

Due to the ubiquity of RFIDs, the technology is vulnerable to reverse-en-
gineering, but this hasn’t stopped the Government from employing 

155 Ibid. Zetter, Kim

156 Ibid. ACLU  “They are Watching”

157 Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF), “RFID Policy: What Does Congress Need to Know?” https://
w2.eff.org/Privacy/Surveillance/RFID/RFID_one_pager.pdf viewed 1 Mar 2017

158 Ibid. EFF “RFID Policy”
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RFIDs to “tag” the public without their knowledge or specific consent 
via the U.S. government’s e-passport. A school district in California 
even explored using RFIDs in student ID badges which could have 
unexpectedly put children at risk by exposing their detailed location 
data.  It is because of the potential risks posed by RFIDs, and its’ impact 
on privacy and civil liberties, that the legislature must become better 
informed on the government’s intent to implement this technology. 160

5. Big Data Analytics and Algorithms

“Big data” is a term for the collection of large and complex data sets 
and the analysis of these data sets for relationships. The quantity of 
data in these sets prevents traditional methods of analysis from being 
effective. Rather than focusing on precise relationships between 
individual pieces of data, big data uses various algorithms and tech-
niques to infer general trends over the entire set. What counts is 
the quantity rather than the quality. Big data looks for the correla-
tion rather than the causation--the “what” rather than the “why.”

There are a lot of definitions out there today for “big data.”  I prefer to 
use a definition proposed by Lis Arthur in her Forbes Magazine Arti-
cle, “What is Big Data.”  Arthur defines big data as “a collection of data 
from traditional and digital sources inside and outside your company 
[or organization] that represents a source for ongoing discovery and 
analysis.”161  I particularly like this definition because it doesn’t exclude 
non-digital information from the definition.  Big data analysis is some-
thing that has always been possible, but reduced storage cost means 
that organizations can justify holding data and this creates opportuni-
ties for detailed analysis. It allows for the “reinterpreting of information 
into usable sets” to support new detailed analysis and discovery.162

In many cases big data analytics has many benefits.  As an exam-
ple, research doctors can more easily share medical information 

160 Ibid. EFF “RFID Policy 

161 Arthur, Lisa,  “What is Big Data,” Forbes Magazine, https://www.forbes.com/sites/lisaar-
thur/2013/08/15/what-is-big-data/#6bc8ef1a5c85 viewed 6 Feb 2017

162 Electronic Privacy Information Center (EPIC), “Big Data and the Future of Privacy,” https://epic.org/
privacy/big-data/ viewed 23 Feb 2017
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collected over long periods of time over a broad patient base, cor-
relate and analyze the data, and possibly reveal health trends that will 
contribute to preventive medical practices. Still, there are risks to pri-
vacy that current laws and policy fail to adequately address. 163 

One privacy implication for big data is the potential that private data will 
be used without an individual’s consent, or will be reused for another 
purpose that was unknown to the individual at the time it was collected 
or at the time they provided consent for use.  Last there is the threat of 
being able to re-associate data that has been minimized or de-identified 
in order to identify a specific individual. 164  Michael Fertik, a Harvard 
Law Professor and author of The Reputation Economy believes that 
“big analytics, the amount of information you give away about your-
self – your “digital footprint” – increases exponentially every time you 
go online...” will continue to your online reputation which will follow 
you throughout your life, revealing highly personal information that 
others will use to make decisions with or without your consent.165

In addition to the already stated privacy implications, another 
concern with big data is the potential for bias in the develop-
ment of the rules that are behind the algorithms or bias that is 
applied during the interpretation and application of the results. The 
latter is even more challenging as some automation relies on vari-
ous forms of artificial intelligence and machine learning that make 
it nearly impossible to dissect an automated algorithm.166  

“Although advocates say these data-driven tools remove human bias 
from the system, making it more fair as well as more effective,” evi-
dence suggests that human bias and prejudice are embodied in these 

163 Ibid. Electronic Privacy Information Center (EPIC), “Big Data… 

164 Electronic Privacy Information Center (EPIC), “Big Data and the Future of Privacy,” https://epic.org/
privacy/big-data/ viewed 23 Feb 2017
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methods. 167 As an example, machine learning algorithms in use by 
law enforcement and the courts around the country appear to produce 
results with a racial bias.  City police forces like “Los Angeles, Atlanta 
and Philadelphia, [are using] “predictive policing” algorithms [to] 
comb through past crime data to tell officers which people and places 
are most at risk for future crimes.” 168 Police collaborated with univer-
sities to develop these tools that examines various crime data points 
to create a “hotspot” map of where crime will likely happen next.” 169 

In other parts of the country, courts are using “machine-learning 
algorithms … to   set bond amounts… [or to create] data-driven esti-
mates of the risk of recidivism [and to set] … jail sentences.” 170 The 
data used by these algorithms are products of a legal framework where 
race plays a factor in a decision to arrest. In examples where other data 
points were similar, individual behavior was the same, and race was the 
sole difference, “[i]nputs derived from biased policing will inevitably 
make black and Latino defendants look riskier than white defendants 
to a computer” … speciously linking race to risk of recidivism. 171 

6. Internet of Things (IoT)

The Internet of Things (IoT) “refers to the connection of devices (other 
than typical fare such as computers and smartphones) to the Inter-
net.” 172 This includes connecting such things as “home appliances, 
wearable devices, cars and shuttles, heart monitors and other medical 
devices, “[a]nd as the Internet of Things grows in the next few years, 
more devices will join that list.” 173  Some of the more recognizable IoTs 

167 Eckhouse, Laurel, “Big data may be reinforcing racial bias in the criminal justice system,” Wash-
ington Post, https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/big-data-may-be-reinforcing-racial-bi-
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include smart televisions, Wi-Fi enabled speakers, virtual digital assis-
tants, as well as smart thermostats and other smart-grid technologies.

Many feel that the ability to maximize the use of IoT devices far outweigh 
the risks, but these devices, which lack the usual security measures of 
computer of mobile phone technologies have significant vulnerabilities. 
“[C]omputer hackers will be able to take advantage of these vulnerabilities 
and use these devices to conduct physical attacks. If these vulnerabilities 
are not addressed the next generation of connected-cars will be predis-
posed to be hijacked over the internet.  As more IoT devices become 
available, the number of vectors for such attacks increases exponentially. 

Beyond the obvious security risks of a hacker gaining access to your 
IoT-connected car and conducting a ‘James-Bond’ style spectacu-
lar act, IoT devices pose a risk to privacy.  As an example, many IoT 
devices “use simple processors, making them more vulnerable than a 
standard Internet connection…[and] are connected to an “unsecured 
Wi-Fi signal [that] could still reveal a user’s activity…[u]ser interactions 
with these devices generate traffic signatures that reveal information, 
such as when power to an outlet has been switched on or off,” accord-
ing to the report… simple traffic features such as traffic volume over 
time may be sufficient to reveal certain user activities.” 174  Further, 
there are significant concerns with how tech companies and internet 
service providers might store, use, and share the collected data. 175

A. Home Use IoT Devices

IoT devices like smart televisions and virtual digital assistants (VDA) 
that promise to make life easier are intruding on our privacy by record-
ing and sharing conversations that we have in the comfort of our living 
rooms. Smart TVs and VDAs are equipped with “voice recognition [that] 

174 Risen, Tom, “The Privacy and Security Risks of the Internet of Things,” U.S. News and World Report, 
< https://www.usnews.com/news/articles/2016-01-22/the-privacy-security-risks-of-the-internet-
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is similar to having the speaker-phone feature on one’s Smartphone stuck 
on the “on” position while on a group call with an unknown party.” 176

Samsung, one of the world’s leaders in Smart TVs, “ warns consumers 
that they “may collect and your device may capture voice commands 
and associated texts” and personal and private information could be cap-
tured and shared with a third party… that converts speech to text or to 
the extent necessary to provide the voice recognition features to you.” 177

Like Smart TVs, other devices with voice recognition are becoming more 
prevalent including the “Siri-style [virtual digital] assistant that can per-
form tasks like adding items to your ecommerce shopping basket on 
command,” that we now know as Amazon Echo. 178 Leading technology 
experts resolve that more IoT devices will have embedded eavesdrop-
ping, analysis, and data-mining capabilities.179 Consumers will need to 
become increasingly more informed, and not simply through corporate 
privacy policies, which unlike Samsung’s, rarely detail how the information 
that they hear is collected, stored, or shared, and when they do, “indus-
try knows that only a small percentage of purchasers bother to read the 
fine print and will unknowingly set up a the equivalent of a microphone 
in the middle of their once-private living rooms and bedrooms.”180

B. Connected Cars and Telematics

I have already discussed connected cars, but it is important to high-
light the nexus between an IoT-connected car and big data analytics and 
algorithms.  Vehicle telematics is “ a method of monitoring a vehicle [b]
y combining a GPS system with on-board diagnostics” enabling it to 
track and record where a car has been and how fast it was traveling and 
cross  reference that [data] with how a car is behaving internally.”181

176 Harverluck, Michael, “Privacy Concerns Surround Smart TV Technology,” NE News Now < https://
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A connected car evokes questions of “who owns the data that is being 
collected…who has access... [how] is the data…being used… and 
who has control over how [it’s used].  Connected cars create a lot of 
data that most would deem to be private, and this data has the poten-
tial of being shared without the car owner’s consent or knowledge.182 

One area where this issue is sure to raise concern is in the auto insur-
ance business.  Insurance companies want to be able to “monitor 
and capture causal data on the actual driving patterns and behav-
iors of individual customers.” This information could be collected 
and passed to the insurer for use in developing an evidence-based 
risk profile and matching insurance premiums accordingly.183

The resulting and often “conflicting pressures [to]…balance[e] privacy 
and security interests…have far-reaching consequences for governance, 
economic competitiveness, and social cohesion.” The incessant use of 
technology by U.S. and global citizens “will become increasing political 
and ideological” as it places demands on state government, includ-
ing the U.S., to decide which technologies to adopt and regulate. 184

The inconsistent approach to leveraging the IC, applying technology, 
or both, in support of certain law enforcement investigations linked to 
domestic security is the issue.  Often, these decisions are made in haste 
under the argument that timely action is in the best interest of ‘national 
security’ or public order.  The problem is that these decisions are often 
made with little forethought to the second-order effects of the deci-
sion, especially the impact on privacy and civil liberties. Acquiescing 
to the fact of the government role to provide security and protect civil 
liberties, and acknowledging that the majority of the time the govern-
ment provides support in a manner that is consistent with U.S. law and 
regulatory policies, it is important to recognize that depending solely 
on Government agent’s to decide if and when it is appropriate to apply 
technologies in pursuit of domestic security may not be enough.

182 Cawse, Neil, “Data Privacy, Security, and the Connected Car,” DataInformed http://data-informed.
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Methods the IC Applies to 
Protecct Your Privacy

To this point the question remains relevant, do privacy and civil liberties 
always trump the government’s need to provide security, or should national 
security and law enforcement needs always be prioritized over privacy 
and related civil liberties? I would offer the quintessential intelligence 
answer, “it depends,” but would note that in the present day the IC works 
hard to strike a balance with these mutually dependent responsibilities.

Today, the IC endeavors to police up its own activities the potential 
abuse of powers. This is accomplished through executive orders, law, and 
intelligence policy and programs.  This authoritative oversight frame-
work establishes provides guidelines for IC activities, particularly as 
they affect American Citizens.  The following includes a few examples.

E.O. 12333

Executive Order (E.O) 12333 signed by President Ronald Reagan in 
1981 is the governing document that details procedures for federal 
government intelligence collection and related activities.185 E.O. 12333 
states that the IC will cooperate fully to protect U.S. national inter-
ests producing intelligence on security threats to U.S. national interests 
“with full consideration of the rights of United States persons.” 186

E.O. 12333 further directs the IC to employ the “least intrusive collection 
techniques feasible within the United States or directed against United 
States persons abroad,” and elaborates that agencies can’t use intelligence 
collection methods  “unless they are in accordance with procedures estab-
lished by the head of the agency concerned and approved by the Attorney 
General…” which will “ protect constitutional and other legal rights and 
limit use of such information to lawful governmental purposes.” 187

185 National Archives, Executive Order 12333 | Preamble < https://www.archives.gov/federal-register/
codification/executive-order/12333.html#Preamble>, viewed 2 Nov 2016
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The CIA’s authorities under EO 12333 are “governed by procedures 
approved by the Director of the CIA and the Attorney General, after 
consultation with the Director of National Intelligence. These proce-
dures are often referred to as the CIA’s “Attorney General Guidelines.”

In January 2017, in an effort to adhere to increased transparency, the 
CIA released its revised and un-redacted Attorney General Guide-
lines “governing the collection, retention, and dissemination of 
information concerning United States persons… designed to balance 
the CIA’s intelligence responsibilities with appropriate protections 
for the privacy and civil liberties of United States persons.” 188

These guidelines enable the CIA to conduct its mission “while remain-
ing respectful of the principles upon which the United States was 
founded, and consistent with the Constitution and applicable stat-
utes and Presidential directives authorizing the CIA’s activities.” 189

The updated guidelines outline procedures for protecting unevaluated 
information, restricting queries against CIA data, providing exceptional 
handling procedures for electronic communication and other similarly 
sensitive information, provides limits on non-disclosure of CIA affilia-
tion, and provides additional compliance and oversight requirements. 190

The new guidelines outline procedures for assessing the intelligence value 
of unevaluated data, including detailed limits on the size and scope of the 
collected information to the smallest subset necessary.  It further outlines 
details for handling of this data.  In addition, the new guidelines instruct 
CIA to limit queries against this data to “CIA authorized intelligence 
activities… and where practicable, queries of particularly sensitive data 
sets … be accompanied by a statement explaining the purpose for the 
query when retrieving information concerning a United States person. 191

188 Central Intelligence Agency, “Statement on the Release of the Central Intelligence Agency’s 
Updated Executive Order 12333 Procedures,” https://www.cia.gov/news-information/press-releas-
es-statements/2017-press-releases-statements/statement-on-updated-EO-12333-procedures.
html 20 Jan 2017.
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In recognition of public concerns about intelligence operations and 
privacy targeting electronic communications including telecom-
munications and use of the internet, “the revised Attorney General 
Guidelines impose exceptional handling requirements on uneval-
uated electronic communications. It also directs the destruction of 
this information within five years of becoming available to CIA.192

Another area that the Attorney General’ guidelines to CIA focuses on is 
clarifying under what conditions can a CIA officer withhold his/her affili-
ation with the Agency.  The guidelines provide “clear rules concerning the 
CIA’s undisclosed participation in organizations in the United States.” 193 

As with any guideline to CIA activities, the Attorney General Guide-
lines detail procedural requirements for “activities that may result in 
the acquisition of United States person information.”  These guidelines 
require periodic review and extensive Congressional, Inspector General, 
and Executive Department Privacy and Civil Liberties oversight. 194

Enacting this framework, and combining it with other CIA inter-
nal regulations and policies aimed to ensure compliance to U.S. 
law and IC policies, ensures that CIA can continue its mission “in a 
manner that respects Americans’ privacy rights and civil liberties. 

Department of Defense Manual 5240.1-R/M

In August 2016, in adherence to the requirements outlined in E.O. 
12333, the Attorney General and the Secretary of Defense approved 
and implemented DoD Manual 5240.01, Procedures Governing the 
Conduct of DoD Intelligence Activities. This manual “[e]stablishes 
procedures to enable DoD to conduct authorized intelligence activi-
ties in a manner that protects the constitutional and legal rights and 
the privacy and civil liberties of U.S. persons.”195 DoD authorized 
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intelligence activities are foreign intelligence and counterintelli-
gence (CI) activities unless otherwise specified in this issuance.

The manual, which hasn’t been updated since 1982, addresses “the changes 
in technology, law, and intelligence practices” and methodologies with 
respect to privacy and civil liberty. 196  The manual also better aligns the 
Department’s capabilities with authorities and safeguards to enable the 
Department to conduct its’ mission of protecting America from “new and 
varied types of asymmetric threats…including threats from non-state 
and terrorist actors that have changed the way we defend our nation.” 197

The newly implemented manual includes six significant changes.  The 
Department updated definitions for “collection” and “publically avail-
able information,” and codified procedures related to the “the retention 
of information from U.S. persons, information sharing within the IC, 
and conducting physical searches for foreign intelligence purposes.” 198

The newly defined definition for collection details that information is 
deemed “collected” once it is received.  This is a change from the pre-
vious manual which defined restricted the definition to when the 
information was “officially accept[ed] … for use.” 199 This change in 
definition may not seem like much, but it is actually groundbreak-
ing.  The delineation in time ensures that U.S. Person information 
(USPI) that has been collected, whether purposefully or incidentally, 
must be “promptly evaluated to determine a proper retention period.” 
200  If the information is not deemed to meet the criteria for perma-
nent detention then the Department must remove and delete the data 
[from its intelligence databases] at the end of the retention period.201

The manual indistinctly requires a prompt evaluation of collected 
USPI in order to determine how long it can be held and evaluated by 
DoD against permanent retention criteria.  Intentionally collected 
196 Ibid. DoDM 5240.01
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USPI can be held for up to 5 years for evaluation while USPI collected 
incidentally within the U.S. can also be held for five years.  Infor-
mation collected on a US person who is ‘reasonably’ believed to be 
outside of the United States can be held for up to 25 years. Extension 
of these explicit periods of evaluation can only be granted at the high-
est approval authority and with an accompanying written finding. 202

Another area where the manual aims to address U.S. privacy concerns is in 
the area of applying intelligence capabilities to monitor activities that are 
deemed to be protected by the First Amendment.  The manual specifically 
prohibits DoD intelligence entities from “the collection or maintenance 
of information about U.S. persons solely for the purpose of monitoring 
activities protected by the First Amendment and the Constitution.” 203

The manual restricts DoD collection of USPI information to a specific 
purpose, and “limits the means for and amount of collection.” 204 DoD 
collectors must employ the least intrusive means possible when collect-
ing USPI information, making use of openly available information as 
much as possible before resolving eliciting information for cooperative 
sources, conducting lawful collection that does not require a warrant, 
or obtaining a warrant authorizing more intrusive collection. 205

Collection of USPI inside the United States is limited to those occurrences 
when the information is publicly available or the source of the infor-
mation is aware that they are providing information. “In the event that 
these two conditions do not exist, the Defense Intelligence Component 
must adhere to the following stipulations outlined in DoDM 5240.01. 206

• The effort is to collect significant foreign intelligence and NOT 
information about a U.S. person’s domestic activities

• The intelligence cannot be obtained publicly or from sources 
who are aware that they are providing information to DoD 

202 Ibid. DoDM 5240.01.

203 Ibid. DoDM 5240.01.

204 Ibid. Poplin, Cody M.  

205 Ibid. Poplin, Cody M. 

206 Ibid. Poplin, Cody M. 
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• The Defense Intelligence Component authorizing approves collec-
tion in a manner consistent with U.S. law and DoD policy beyond 
publicly available information or from an informed source.

In an era of increased application of technology by U.S. adver-
saries and competitors, as well as across the U.S. Government, 
the approval of this manual is more relevant.  The adoption and 
implementation of the procedures in this manual will enable 
the department to protect U.S. national interests while also safe-
guarding the privacy and civil liberties of its citizens. 

Existing policy and regulatory frameworks are in place to provide 
oversight of the IC and to protect American citizens from the poten-
tial of government abuse. During times of increased threat, however, 
whether perceived or real, American citizens demand protection from 
the government.  In these cases, sometimes fueled by public safety 
concerns, the government responds in a manner that creates unin-
tended repercussions that have privacy or civil liberty implications.

Notwithstanding the rule of law, who should be the chief arbiter when 
questions regarding the primacy of security or privacy are raised, and 
how will the nation discern which is the better right?  In my opin-
ion this is a role that should be relegated to the legislative branch of 
government who represent the people.  This role, however, should be 
relatively independent and flexible. Officials in this capacity should be 
able to move freely across the various branches of government, agen-
cies and departments, and throughout the public and private sector.  

When examining topics that have both privacy and security implica-
tions that fall short of a need for legal contest, the role of final arbitration 
should be the responsibility of a Federal Privacy Commissioner under 
the legislative branch.  I will use the thought experiments in the subse-
quent sections to elaborate this, and other policy recommendations.
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Privacy Relevant Thought 
Experiments and Scenarios

Thus far, I have examined the origins and evolution of privacy concepts 
in the United States, reviewed historical examples where privacy collided 
with national security, appraised IC and law enforcement cooperation, 
iterated advances in technology that have privacy implications, and sur-
veyed some current U.S. government intelligence oversight procedures.

Early in this paper I posed the question whether the U.S. had applied the 
lessons from historical abuses in a sufficient manner to adjust policy and 
procedures and minimize the risk of potential abuse.   To answer this ques-
tion I would like to offer a few thought experiments that use current events 
as a backdrop to explore privacy implications regarding U.S. intelligence 
support to domestic security and to offer ways that the U.S. government 
might best address these risks. The three scenarios to explore include:

1. Domestic Surveillance of Muslim Communities

2. Government Surveillance of Black Lives Matter

3. Seizure of American Citizen Electronic Devices at U.S. Ports of Entry

Domestic Surveillance of 
Muslim Communities

As with other examples in U.S. history, the emergence of a perceived 
threat and the people’s demand for increased security resulted in the 
government relying on all means necessary to strengthen security.  The 
September 11, 2001, terrorist attack at the World Trade Center pro-
vided the stimulus for lawmakers to demand for “increased information 
sharing among the intelligence and law enforcement agencies.”207  A 
similar ‘strengthening’ of cooperation between law enforcement and 

207 ACLU, “More About Intelligence Agencies (CIA/DNI) Spying,” https://www.aclu.org/other/
more-about-intelligence-agencies-ciadni-spying, viewed 1 Mar 2017.
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the IC was the focus of concern in the late 1970s and highlighted by 
the Pike Committee and Church Committee investigations.208

The USA Patriot act and various jointly operated intelligence, defense, 
and law enforcement, and homeland security organizations rou-
tinely “engage in both foreign and domestic terrorism investigations” 
sharing dossiers, reports, analytical products collected through 
each participating organizations organic means.209 One particu-
lar effort where this joint applications of IC capabilities to support 
law enforcement occurred was when the CIA, which is prohibited 
from collecting intelligence on American citizens, partnered with the 
New York Police Department to spy on the Muslim Community.

Investigative journalism revealed an NYPD intelligence effort that the 
ACLU deemed “a decade of ‘suspicionless [sic] surveillance’ of Mus-
lims… [that] violated the Constitution and “profoundly harmed” 
thousands of people whose names were placed in secret police files.”210 
This was the direct result of U.S. IC support to domestic security 
where a CIA officer designed an NYPD intelligence program and the 
Agency provided tradecraft training to one of the unit’s detectives at 
its premier “spy school in Virginia,” commonly known as the Farm.211 
This police detective applied his “new espionage skills to [support 
the unit] inside the United States.212 “CIA also sent a senior officer 
to work as a clandestine operative inside police headquarters.” 213

The NYPD gathered intelligence on “minority neighborhoods to 
map the demographics and sentiment... monitored daily life in book-
stores, bars, cafes and nightclubs  [surveilled] cab drivers and food 

208 Church Committee Documents https://archive.org/stream/finalreportofsel01unit/finalreportofsel-
01unit_djvu.txt

209 Ibid. ACLU “More About Intelligence Agencies (CIA/DNI) Spying” 

210 Moynihan, Colin, “A New York City Settlement on Surveillance of Muslims,” The New Yorker, <http://
www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/a-new-york-city-settlement-on-surveillance-of-muslims>, 
viewed 1 Mar 2017

211  Apuzzo, Matt; Goldman, Adam, “Inside the Spy Unite that NYPD Says Doesn’t Exist,” Associated 
Press, The Pulitzer Prize, <http://www.pulitzer.org/winners/matt-apuzzo-adam-goldman-eileen-
sullivan-and-chris-hawley>, viewed 3 Feb 2017

212  Ibid. Apuzzo, Matt; Goldman, Adam, 

213  Ibid. Apuzzo, Matt; Goldman, Adam, 
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vendors, jobs often done by Muslims… employed informants to mon-
itor sermons, even when there’s no evidence of wrongdoing.”. 214

The CIA-enabled NYPD unit surveilled “Muslim college students at 
schools throughout the Northeast, including Yale University [and] the 
University of Pennsylvania, by employing undercover operatives to 
record student activities and associations. The NYPD’s targeting of U.S. 
Muslim communities includes monitoring hundreds of mosques and 
students, and infiltrating Muslim organizations and neighborhoods. 215 

The U.S. IC efforts to support domestic security in New York unfairly 
“target[ed] ethnic communities in ways that would run afoul of civil 
liberties” laws and guidelines, particularly when there is no evidence of 
nefarious activity or intent…and distorted the government’s delineation 
of responsibilities between the IC and domestic law enforcement.216

After much discourse however, and much to the chagrin of many in 
Congress, the CIA Inspector General concluded that the Agency did 
not violate the law by providing support the NYPD.217 A CIA spokes-
man went further to say that there was, “no evidence that any part of 
the agency’s support to the NYPD constituted ‘domestic spying’.” 218

The Courts, however, “will require that police obtain factual information 
about possible unlawful activity before starting a preliminary investigation 
into political or religious activity, and will limit the Police Department’s use 
of undercover operatives and confidential informants… [and will] formal-
ize what the city said was an existing policy, by prohibiting investigations in 
which race, religion, or ethnicity are a substantial or motivating factor.” 219

I don’t believe that anybody is disputing NYPD’s need to obtain action-
able intelligence on imminent threats and that gaining advanced 
214  Ibid. Apuzzo, Matt; Goldman, Adam, 

215 Goodman, Amy, [Transcript] “Spying on Campus: New York Police Caught Monitoring Muslim 
Student Groups Throughout Northeast” https://www.democracynow.org/2012/2/21/ spying_on_
campus_new_york_police, viewed 12 Feb 2017

216  Ibid. Apuzzo, Matt; Goldman, Adam, 

217 “CIA’s Watchdog, No Problem with NYPD Partnership”, USA Today, http://usatoday30.usatoday.
com/news/washington/story/2011-12-23/cia-nypd-partnership/52198856/1, viewed 11 Feb 2017

218 Ibid. USA Today “CIA’s Watchdog

219 Ibid. USA Today “CIA’s Watchdog
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knowledge will be helpful, but at what cost?  The IC’s record of abuse 
of power and “lack of public accountability over CIA [as well as other 
IC] operations” is a concern for privacy advocates and demonstrates 
that the IC “is once again treating Americans as suspected enemies.   

The NYPD actions encroached upon the privacy and civil rights of 
American Citizens who were also Muslim. This resulting lack of trust 
likely damaged law enforcement’s ability to develop rapport in the 
Muslim community which could lead to reporting suspicious activity.

To explore the applicable issues further, I offer the follow-
ing scenario as a case study for privacy implications and 
to determine potential policy for consideration.

Muslim Communities Surveillance 
Scenario and Thought Experiment

Sultan Najjar moved to the United States when he was three years old.  His 
parents were from Bahrain and had immigrated to the U.S. in the early 1970s.  
His father started out working odd jobs while his mother learned to speak 
English.  Soon, however, his parents opened up a very successful business in 
a predominantly Muslim neighborhood in the New York Metropolitan Area.

Sultan’s father always said, “Allah ‘Akbar” (God is great), followed 
immediately by “bark Allah ‘amrika” (God bless America) in a way of 
emphasizing his American pride.  He remembered watching his father 
become a naturalized citizen, and recalled it being among the happiest 
days of both his as well as his father’s life.  He was equally proud when 
he became a U.S. citizen himself, and had only wished that his father, 
who had passed away six years earlier, would have been there to see it. 

While attending college and in between semesters at New York University 
Sultan was approached by a group of students who wanted to go white water 
rafting.  This would be a first for him, because he was more into the urban 
club scene than outdoors, but he was looking for something different to do, 
and liked hanging around people who spoke Arabic, it made him think of 
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home.  Because he didn’t know much about white water rafting, he used Siri 
on his IPhone to conduct many internet searches, and he watched a lot of 
YouTube videos.  He also used his Virtual Digital Assistant, Alexa, to pur-
chase equipment and gear that he thought appropriate for the upcoming trip.

There was a lot of chaos the morning of their departure.  So much that 
Sultan didn’t notice the marked police car parked down the street from his 
apartment. Further, although he had read about them in school, he could 
not have known that the police officer had an automated license plate reader 
equipped in his vehicle, nor would he have noticed the array of ALPRs 
and assortment of cameras along his planned route, even though he used 
the Waze App to find his way and identify cameras and ‘speed traps.’

The group met at one of the tributaries near the river source.  Since they 
were all from different colleges and universities, they made some brief 
introductions before making raft assignments.  Sultan recognized most of 
the people from around campus, but one student was new to the group.

While floating down the river, one of the students, Wahid, began to have a 
vocal (and partially drunken discussion) about the need to return to Islamic 
values.  Sultan found this a bit comical, because Wahid was drunk, and 
anytime he drank he reverted to the same predictable conversation.  Because 
they were on the water though, Wahid’s tirade seemed to travel further.

The trip was nothing short of Amazing, and Sultan couldn’t wait 
to post all of the pictures and comments to his social media.  He 
put a ‘hilarious’ caption to accompany a picture of Wahid 
that read, “Imam Wahid proselytizing to the infidels.”

[A few days later]

First day of the summer session was going to be a breeze. They called it 
class-shopping, but most knew it as registration.  When Sultan arrived in 
the class, eager to catch up with his friend Wahid, he encountered Malik, 
another friend, who told him that Wahid had been taken down in handcuffs 
to the police station, and that the officers were inquiring about Sultan.
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Malik then said, “remember the new guy” that went rafting with us? 
“Yes, Sultan responded.  “Well, he is some sort of cop, and apparently he 
turned us in.” They have pictures of all of us from our white water raft-
ing trip, and they knew which Mosques and Madrassas that each of us 
attended.  They are asking very personal questions.  Sultan stood up, 
almost feeling a bit light-headed, “but we have done nothing wrong…”

Recommendations:

An IC entity in receipt of a request for technical assistance from local, 
state, or tribal law enforcement must have to provide a detailed imple-
mentation plan and intent to the respective IC Agency Director, as well as 
to the Office of Civil Liberties, Privacy and Transparency (CLPT) in the 
Office of the Director of National Intelligence for review and consulta-
tion. This would afford an independent review of the intended operation, 
allowing the requested-Agency and supported local law enforcement 
to receive and consider feedback. The CLPT could advise the Agency 
Director on how to best to manage and minimize USPERSON col-
lected information, including the methods of collection and timeline for 
retention, both of which are major concerns for American Citizens.

As a means of further Transparency, the Congress appoints a Privacy Com-
missioner as an independent voice for privacy rights to work with the ODNI 
CLPT and to coordinate with major privacy advocacy groups on all issues 
pertaining to privacy and to discuss the Government’s initiatives and to 
solicit concerns.220  The government would need to develop a relation-
ship and gain assurances that privacy advocates would not compromise 
the planned operations.  This type of dialogue could proof fruitful in 
identifying unintended consequences prior to providing support.

For select cases, particularly those for which the privacy advo-
cates have expressed concern, are offered to the House 
Judiciary Committee’s Subcommittee on Crime, Terrorism, Home-
land Security, and Investigations for closer scrutiny. 

220 New South Wales [Australia] Information and Privacy Commission, “Roles and Responsibilities as a 
Privacy Commissioner,” http://www.ipc.nsw.gov.au/roles-and-responsibilities-privacy-commission-
er viewed 15 March 2017
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In that manner, the legislative representatives of the affected constitu-
ents would be apprised of the purpose and intent of the IC-requested 
technical-assistance and support framework, allowing those Con-
gressmen, who are responsible to their constituents, to determine 
whether the government’s approach equates to a reasonable response, 
particularly as it relates to privacy and security of their constit-
uents. Further, this level of scrutiny will also afford Congress an 
opportunity to assess if Intelligence Funds are being consistently 
applied to address the highest intelligence problems and threats.

This case also validates the need for better consumer privacy labels for 
digital and electronic devices.  Although not specifically discussed, gov-
ernment officials can leverage relationships with third-parties to gain 
access to information processed via virtual digital assistants.  This was 
recently illuminated in the Amazon Alexa Murder case in Little Rock, 
Arkansas where Amazon had initially argued that First Amendment 
prohibited releasing the data, has since “agreed to release user data from 
an Amazon Echo device involved in a high-profile Arkansas murder 
trial.”221  Consumers need to be better armed with easily-interpretable 
information regarding the privacy risks for electronic and digital devices 
that they purchase.  Only in this manner will they know and understand 
how the tools could be used to access otherwise private information.

Need to strengthen policies and laws regarding the use of ALPR and ensure 
that they can’t be used exclusively to monitor individual activities with-
out a court-approved warrant. Further the U.S. IC, less FBI, should be 
prohibited from collecting license plate information, but should be per-
mitted to use in accordance with the authorized exemptions for USPI.

Just like IC officers must disclose their affiliation to American Citi-
zens when conducting an authorized intelligence activity, unless the 
American Citizen is the subject or a direct affiliate of a subject in a 
court-approved warrant, police officers who are enabled by IC techni-
cal assistance and tradecraft must also disclose their affiliation unless 

221 Smith, Iman, “Amazon Releases Echo Data In Murder Case, Dropping First Amendment Argument”,  
PBS, < http://www.pbs.org/newshour/rundown/amazon-releases-echo-data-murder-case-drop-
ping-first-amendment-argument/> viewed 10 March 2017
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specifically authorized not to do so by the Attorney General of the 
State for which the IC-technical assistance has been authorized.

Domestic Surveillance of Dissident 
Groups (Black Lives Matter)

Another recent event under the auspices of IC support to domes-
tic security is the targeting the Black Lives Matter dissident 
group.  This effort is dangerously reminiscent of a darker period 
of U.S. history that included the FBI-led COINTELPRO that tar-
geted the black community during the civil rights movement. 

Black Lives Matter (BLM) is a grass roots movement that began in “2012 
after George Zimmerman was acquitted for the murder of Trayvon 
Martin.222 The movement is a “… call to action and a response to the vir-
ulent anti-Black racism that permeates our society… [and] is a unique 
contribution that goes beyond extrajudicial killings of Black people 
by police and vigilantes.  The movement is not without its critics who 
believe that the group and its methods are anti-law enforcement.223

Since the protests that followed the 2014 shooting of Michael 
Brown by police officer Darren Wilson in Ferguson, Missouri, “[t]
he Department of Homeland Security has been monitoring the Black 
Lives Matter movement.”224 DHS monitored peacetime protests 
and other loosely related events in predominately black neigh-
borhoods even after the FBI noted that there was no credible link 
to a potential for violent behavior and any of these events.225

222 Black Lives Matter (Organizational Web Page), www.blacklivesmatter.com, viewed 2 Feb 2017

223 Unruh, Bob, “You Think Black Lives Matter is Helping Blacks? You’re Dead Wrong,” World Net Daily, 
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/think-black-lives-matter-is-helping-blacks-youre-dead-wrong/, 
viewed 2 Feb 2017

224 Joseph, George, “Exclusive: Feds Regularly Monitored Black Lives Matter Since Ferguson,” The 
Intercept, https://theintercept.com/2015/07/24/documents-show-department-homeland-securi-
ty-monitoring-black-lives-matter-since-ferguson/, viewed 2 Feb 2017

225 Craven, Julian, “Surveillance of Black Lives Matter Movement Recalls COINTELPRO,” Huffington 
Post, http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/surveillance-black-lives-matter-cointelpro_us_55d-
49dc6e4b055a6dab24008, viewed 2 Feb 2017
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In addition to traditional methods of surveillance, and although a credible 
threat of violence did not exist, the FBI employed aircraft equipped with 
thermal and infrared imaging technologies to monitor Black Lives Matter 
protests in Ferguson, Missouri, and after the police-shooting death of 
Freddie Gray in Baltimore, Maryland.226 The FBI collected more than 18 
hours of video footage collected in no fewer than 10 operational flights.227 

FBI Director Comey defended this effort by highlighting that the courts 
have ruled that American citizens do not have a reasonable expectation of 
privacy from surveillance by aircraft, by privacy advocates argue due to sig-
nificant advances in technology, the courts need to revisit their decision.228

In Minnesota, the FBI and the Joint Terrorism Task Force comprised of 
numerous representatives from across the Government, including mem-
bers of the seventeen IC organizations, began collecting on Black Lives 
Matter protest planned to occur at the Mall of Americas.229 “The [orig-
inating] email was sent by a St. Paul Police officer and member of the 
FBI’s JTTF to other task force members” and shared with the FBI and 
other JTFF members. … [o]n it he cc’ed a FBI Special Agent who was 
also a member of the JTTF. The JTTF deployed “a confidential infor-
mant … to confirm the time, date, and location of the protest.” 230

The concern “about the use of surveillance and counter-terror resources 
against protesters in the movement for Black lives, which appears to 
be widespread among federal agencies and coordinated with local law 
enforcement,” is exacerbated by two major questions.231 “How will the 
information be used?  To which organizations will the information 
be shared? For the latter, “[w]e know that DHS shares what it gathers 
with local and federal law enforcement for targeting police stops and 

226 Brown, Kristen V., “Here is How the FBI Justified Spying on Black Lives Matter,” Fusion, http://fu-
sion.net/story/334307/aclu-fbi-black-lives-matter-surveillance/, viewed 2 Feb 2017

227 Ibid. Brown, Kristen, V.

228 Ibid. Brown, Kristen, V

229 Tiya, Vyette, Gibbons, Chip, “Recap: What We’ve Learned About Surveillance of Black Lives Matter,” 
Defending Rights and Dissent, http://bordc.org/news/recap-what-weve-learned-about-surveil-
lance-of-black-lives-matter/, viewed 2 Feb 2017

230 Ibid. Tiya, Vyette, Gibbons, Chip

231 “Civil Rights Groups Seeks to Expose Surveillance of Black Lives Matter,” Center for Constitutional 
Rights, https://ccrjustice.org/home/press-center/press-releases/civil-rights-groups-seek-expose-
surveillance-black-lives-matter, viewed 2 Feb 2017
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investigations… [i]nformation about specific individuals can also be 
funneled into the Nationwide Suspicious Activity Reporting system, 
which provides reports to the FBI through regional fusion centers.”232

In Memphis, Tennessee, the Memphis Police Department isn’t 
even hiding the fact that they maintain a “watch-list” of BLM 
activists’ vital information “including date of birth, weight and 
height… [and that this information is used to] bar those listed 
from entering the Memphis City Hall without an escort.”233

In one reported instance, a cell phone video captured footage of the 
Memphis Police standing outside the union headquarters of Keedran 
“TNT” Franklin, a local organizer and activist for the BLM movement.

Leading up to the 2016 Republican National Convention, Samuel 
Sinyangwe and Johnetta Elzie, leading activists aiming to “end 
police violence through policy change” were called and vis-
ited at their homes by alleged FBI agents urging them not to 
attend the convention by alleged members of the FBI.234 

The issues with surveillance of BLM is a politically charged topic that 
runs the full gamut of emotions, but what has the government learned 
from history?  In addition to employing the recommendations offered in 
the Government Surveillance of the Muslim Community case, there are 
other unique aspects of the BLM case that require exploration. There are 
those who think that BLM is too anti-police, and it has resulted in similar 
offsets such as #AllLivesMatter’” and “#BlueLivesMatter.” This thought 
experiment, however, is not going to focus on the cause itself, but rather 
in how to ensure that the government response is fair and balanced by 
highlighting privacy implications and recommending policy solutions.

232 Choudhury, Nusrat, “The Government Is Watching #BlackLivesMatter, And It’s Not Okay,” https://
www.aclu.org/blog/speak-freely/government-watching-blacklivesmatter-and-its-not-okay, viewed 
4 Feb 2017

233 Folley, Aris, “Memphis Police Store Secret Surveillance of Black Lives Matter Protesters for ‘Watch 
List,” https://www.aol.com/article/news/2017/02/21/memphis-police-store-secret-surveil-
lance-black-lives-matter-protesters/21718619/, viewed 4 Feb 2017

234 Garcia, Feliks, “Black Lives Matter activists say FBI told them not to protest GOP Convention,” 
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/black-lives-matter-activists-fbi-republi-
can-convention-cleveland-samuel-sinyangwe-johnetta-elzie-a7137806.html, viewed 4 Feb 2017
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Dissident Group Scenario and 
Thought Experiment 

About a month ago Devonte Hughley was glued his television in com-
plete dismay as he watched the day’s news transpire. It sickened him 
to realize that the violent acts that he thought were limited principally 
to large metropolitan areas had managed to surface in his  home-
town of Prosper, Texas.  To make matters worse, when he called 
home to check in, he learned that his little sister used to date the 
young man that the police officer shot in purported self-defense.

“Self-defense,”… every time a television journalist used 
that term it made him cringe.  How is shooting a 16 year 
old boy seven times in the back self-defense?

Devonte was tired of idly standing by.  As a second-year law student at Har-
vard University he was far away from home, but for whatever reason he knew 
that he couldn’t sit this one out.  That night he began by creating a Facebook 
Group to draw attention to the matter.  Little did he know that group would 
grow at an exponential rate, and its posts would increasingly become viral?

He became somewhat of a celebrity.  Harvard Law professors consulted 
with, advised him, and sought advice from him. Student movement groups 
asked him to come speak, local and national news organizations requested 
interviews, and he was forced into an unwilling celebrity-like status.

He didn’t mind it so much, it helped invigorate his peaceful move-
ment intent on drawing attention to the disproportional use of 
force by law enforcement officers against non-white citizens.

At least he didn’t mind, until one day a friend of his who worked at 
the Boston Police Department overheard some officers talking with 
an FBI agent about his whereabouts.  This rightfully caused him con-
cern, and he raised the issue to his professors at Harvard Law.

Several days later, while coming out of a peaceful meet-
ing, he saw a uniformed police officer and a plain clothes 
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officer that he assumed was law enforcement, taking pic-
tures of him and other members as they left the church.  

The Boston Police Department became aware of a large rally planned in the 
Boston Commons.  Because of concerns of possible violence, Boston’s finest 
coordinated with the federal government for aircraft to help them monitor 
the planned protests and track anticipated mass movement of people in order 
to help vector officers where required. While speaking at the rally of about 
a thousand people in the Boston Commons, Devonte swore he noticed an 
aircraft continually flying a ‘strafing pattern’ over the assembled protesters. 

Three days later, a Boston police detective came to his place of work to talk 
with him about his involvement in the “anti-police movement,” and to warn 
him that Boston’s finest were “not looking or him to start any trouble.”

Later, through the Freedom of Information Act request filed with the 
help of his Harvard Law professors, Devonte would learn that the air-
craft that flew over the crowd was equipped with a sensor that is 
similar to the Argus 18 Gigapixel camera, and that local police and 
federal officers had taken pictures of not only him, but also many 
of his associates, and submitted them to a with the federal govern-
ment’s facial recognition database, which is also shared with the IC.

Recommendations:

Strengthen procedures and processing time for Freedom of Informa-
tion Act Requests to enable American citizens to determine what 
information related to the filer is collected and maintained by the 
government.  Further, the government needs to establish responsive 
procedures for rectifying erroneous data in government records.

Implement a process for matching the most minimally-intrusive surveil-
lance capability to the expressed and intended need.  In the Department 
of Defense, this role is typically performed by an Intelligence Collection 
Manager, Intelligence Asset Manager. The supporting IC Agency must employ 
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a deliberate, repeatable, and auditable process to select the appropriate 
technology to support a law enforcement requests for technical assistance.

Further, IC entities should strongly refrain from providing technical assis-
tance to support law enforcement mass surveillance of dissident groups, 
especially if it results in the creation of individual records or dossiers, such as 
the methods employed by the Memphis Police for identifying individuals 
that require an escort to enter the courts.  This type of support should be 
exclusively limited to law enforcement.  Most Agency Director-level proce-
dural guidelines address this limitation, but this should be expressly noted 
in all IC Director Procedural Guidelines for support to Law Enforcement.

Using such a methodology would prevent the IC from employ-
ing an Argus or Gigapixel camera on an airborne platform which 
is capable of collecting such high-resolution images that could be 
used to discern individuals and which might be interpreted as a 
clear violation of First Amendment rights of peaceful protest.

In addition to strengthening FOIA procedures, the govern-
ment should strengthen oversight of biometric collection and 
retention activities (including facial recognition) to ensure that 
their use and application is consistent with U.S. laws and legal poli-
cies. This should include oversight of Government partnerships with 
industry that result in the collection or retention of such data.

Seizure of American Citizen Electronic 
Devices at U.S. Ports of Entry

An interesting incident that is occurring at multiple U.S. border 
entry points is developing and, I suspect, will demand a legal 
ruling.  This issue is related to Customs and Border Protection Offi-
cials intent to temporarily confiscate cell phones from their owners 
and demand passwords to support forensic examination. 

Non-citizens and American citizens alike are subject to this requirement 
because they are “in between borders,” or in DHS-terms, in the border 
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exclusion zone.  The Federal Government denotes that the “basic constitu-
tional principles do not apply fully at our borders. For example, at border 
crossings” or ports of entry… federal authorities do not need a warrant 
or even suspicion of wrongdoing to justify conducting what courts have 
called a “routine search,” such as searching luggage or a vehicle.”235 DHS 
also conducts searches “on behalf of other federal agencies” and the IC. 236

In January 2017 NASA engineer Sidd Bikkannavar was selected for 
advanced screening at the Houston Airport after returning from vaca-
tion in Chile just days after President Donald Trump signed his executive 
order barring travelers from seven majority-Muslim countries from 
entering the United States. Bikkannavar is a US-born citizen, is not a 
Muslim, and was not returning from one of the countries associated 
with the ban.  He works for the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory on sen-
sitive projects, and the phone in question was his government issued 
phone.  When he refused to provide access, he was held for hours until 
he complied.237 Was this a violation of Bikkannavar’s Fourth Amendment 
rights, regardless of the fact that he was in a border exclusion zone?

The current Administration’s efforts to safeguard the nation from illegal 
immigration and terrorist attacks through several means that include an 
immigration ban from select Muslim-dominated countries, the prohibition 
of electronic devices on flights originating from certain countries, and an 
expressed intent to build a border wall, continues to result in procedural 
changes that evoke concerns from civil libertarians and privacy advocates.

Border Search Case and Thought Experiment

Earlier this morning the embassy guards observed the woman, who was now 
approaching the west gate of the Macedonian Embassy in Doha, Qatar, lurk-
ing near the entry.  Now they watched vigilantly as she cautiously approached 
the check point.  Speaking in almost a whisper she asked to meet with a 
235 ACLU, “The Constitution in the 100-Mile Border Zone,”  https://www.aclu.org/other/constitu-

tion-100-mile-border-zone, viewed 7 Feb 2017

236 Ibid. ACLU, “The Constitution in the 100-Mile Border Zone,”  

237 Grinberg, Emanuella, “American NASA Scientist Says His Work Phone Was Seized at Airport,” CNN, 
http://www.cnn.com/2017/02/13/us/citizen-nasa-engineer-detained-at-border-trnd/, viewed 13 
Feb 2017

https://www.aclu.org/other/constitution-100-mile-border-zone
https://www.aclu.org/other/constitution-100-mile-border-zone
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Macedonian diplomatic official.  When the guard inquired about the purpose, 
she rebuffed him raising her voice, “I have some urgent information about 
planned terrorist attacks in Europe and the United States.”  Without taking 
his eye off of the young woman, the guard slowly reached for the phone.

The Macedonian diplomat walked into his colleague’s office with wide 
eyes.  He had to take a seat to calm his nerves before delivering the infor-
mation in a short brief.  Although also assigned to the Macedonian 
Embassy, his colleague was an official representative of the Intelligence 
Agency of the Republic of Macedonia, and after receiving the brief he took 
immediate action to alert all concerned.  He turned around and began 
typing, “PRIORITY – IMPENDING TERRORIST ATTACK U.S. and 
EUROPE...”  The high-priority dispatches and cables including one addressed 
to the U.S. Legal Attaché, U.S. Embassy, were transmitted in haste.

Joey Helmen, the Legal Attaché and senior U.S. Law Enforcement Offi-
cial at the U.S. Embassy in Qatar liked to review the morning dispatches 
while having breakfast.  When he read the one from the Macedonian 
Embassy, he nearly spit out his coffee.  He asked his administrative assis-
tant to contact the Senior Representative from the Office of the Director 
of National Intelligence working at the Embassy, and to send him to the 
Sensitive Compartmented Intelligence Facility (SCIF) for an impromptu 
meeting.  After entering the SCIF, Agent Helmen reviewed the printed dis-
patch again.  “Not on my watch,” he mumbled before dialing the Video 
Teleconference number at FBI Headquarters in Quantico, Virginia. 

[Weeks later]

Aamira al-Rahim hated flying, particularly since the 9/11 terrorist 
attacks.  Her disdain was closely tied to the fact that anytime she trav-
eled to see her extended family in Saudi Arabia, she was hassled by 
border and customs officials in her home country of the United States, 
as well as those in Saudi Arabia.  It had been the same for this trip.  She 
had already been thoroughly screened and questioned during her depar-
ture by U.S. officials asking odd questions and holding her for over an 
hour, but she was also questioned upon arrival by Saudi customs officials.  
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Now on her way back, she simply expected the worse.  This time, how-
ever, the experience would become more severe and frightening. 

While going through customs and immigration at Dulles International 
Airport in Northern Virginia, she was escorted to secondary screen-
ing where customs agents questioned her about her frequent and recent 
travel. These same agents asked her to hand over her phone, which she 
did.  Then they asked her for her password.  She was annoyed by this, 
and wanted to refuse, but she was tired and ready to get home and 
resolved that “she had nothing to hide,” and handed over her password.

While undergoing questioning and unbeknownst to her, a Homeland 
Security Investigations Officer and member of the Joint Terrorism Task 
Force was applying various technologies to conduct a limited foren-
sic examination of the contents on her electronic and digital devices.

Later, customs and Immigration agents led Aamira to another screen-
ing room where she was asked to disrobe in front of two other 
law enforcement officers.  When this humiliating act was com-
plete, she was allowed to get partially dressed before being escorted 
to a cold and bland room where she was interrogated further

After hours of this, a large man with the initial of the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation etched on his jacket arrived and placed her in hand 
cuffs.  While in the middle of reciting the all too familiar phrase, 
albeit not familiar to her, that was made famous by Hollywood, “You 
have the right to remain silent…” the door swung open and an elderly 
woman who obviously had some ‘status’ asked the FBI official to 
step out briefly, leaving Aamira handcuffed in the room alone.  

When he returned, he took the handcuffs off, saying noth-
ing more than, “…you are free to go.”  

[Years Later]

“…and how did this make you feel Ms. Rahimi,” her lawyer asked.  
Aamira looked nervously around the courtroom before answering.
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“I was hurt, confused, and humiliated” she said.  “Am I not an Amer-
ican Citizen?  I was born and raised in Northern Virginia, and I have 
been led to believe that I have certain inalienable rights, as well as the 
rights and liberties afforded to all citizens by the U.S. constitution.”  She 
looked down briefly before continuing. “How could the FBI get this so 
wrong?” “Although they let me go that day, I am consistently harassed 
when I travel, and by police in my local community.” She went on, “My 
name is all over the news about being questioned about a link to a 
terrorist plot thanks to a ‘government official who asked to remain anony-
mous.”  “Do I not deserve privacy, do I not have the right to be left alone.”  
The analytics and algorithms employed by the government continue to 
erroneously link my name to a terrorist plot. She was now sobbing uncon-
trollably, “…my life is ruined, and they never formally apologized.”

Although this is a fictitious scenario, it broadly represents how informa-
tion acquired, collected, maintained, disseminated, and shared among 
State intelligence and law enforcement organizations could impact the 
lives of U.S. and global citizens.  This particular example alludes to the 
possibility of hasty analysis of information acquired from an improperly 
vetted human-source which ultimately resulted in an error in identity. 
It also suggests that there was an aggressive homeland security and law 
enforcement investigation that leveraged national intelligence capabili-
ties in a joint U.S. government effort that spanned across the intelligence, 
law enforcement, homeland security, and even defense communities.  

Not offered in this scenario, but also not outside of the realm of the possi-
ble, is that the information could have originated with the same walk-in 
source who might have been motivated by a personal vendetta or other 
malicious intent.  This initial data could have been substantiated via an 
overzealous law enforcement official motivated by concerns of an attack 
against the homeland, and who could have used intelligence resources, 
including access to openly available personal identifiable data on the 
internet and available through multiple social media platforms.238

238 DHS Handbook for Safeguarding Sensitive Personally Identifiable Information, https://www.dhs.
gov/sites/default/files/publications/Handbook%20for%20Safeguarding%20Sensitive%20PII_0.
pdf, accessed 15 December 2016.
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This scenario purposely does not offer additional insight into what might 
have happened.  For example, it doesn’t mention that the U.S. Govern-
ment had the authority to do s cursory search the content of Aamari’s cell 
phone when she was immigrating through the airport based on the initial 
report shared by the Macedonian Embassy.  It further doesn’t mention that 
in searching the contents the Government discovered terrorist propaganda 
that supported jihad.  The scenario further doesn’t offer that Aamari had 
recently purchased the phone off of E-bay because she needed an older model 
phone to allow her to use an overseas SIM card so she wouldn’t have to pay 
excessing roaming charges. The information discovered during the cursory 
examination of her cell phone should not have been attributed to her as 
more advanced, yet more-timely, forensic examination would later deter-
mine.  This cursory examination, however, justified more intrusive searches.  

A lot of information was purposefully not included in this thought 
experiment because it is intended to provoke thought on the risks 
that could arise from intelligence community support to law enforce-
ment operations if left unchecked.  As a minimum, one should take a 
closer look at the conditions and environment preceding an investiga-
tion where support from the intelligence community is requested.

What are the conditions, contributing factors, or environment that could 
produce a result where a potentially innocent person is erroneously 
detained or subjected to undue search and seizure?  Could these same 
conditions and factors contribute to a more severe government response?  
Could this person become the unwarranted subject of an investigation, 
considered for extreme rendition, or in more critical national security 
examples, a military target? What is the Government doing to reduce 
these risks, and is there anything else that the Government could do?

Recommendations:

Develop and implement or strengthen procedures across all government 
agencies and departments for the reporting or retraction of USPI in fin-
ished-intelligence and resulting databases and archives.  In particular, when 
combined with FOIA requests that discover erroneous data (such as an 
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individual who was erroneously linked to a terrorist plot). Further, the 
government needs to establish a methodology for creating a common USP 
data registry for names of American Citizens who have been authorized 
for retention.  This would simplify both minimization, and the registry 
could have a ‘need to know’ security layer for additional protection.

The U.S. government must better delineate between the uses of open 
source intelligence (OSINT) or openly available information from 
information contained on social media with exclusive content.  As 
an example, if information on a Facebook account is limited to 
friends, and not available to the global public, tools or efforts to col-
lect that USPI must meet the criteria established in the Agency 
director and U.S. Attorney General Guidelines regarding USPI.

The government needs to do a better job of informing its citizens about their 
rights, or lack thereof, in the Border Exclusion Area including when enter-
ing a U.S. Port of Entry. In addition to informing the public, this level of 
transparency will promote public discourse that may result in a meaning-
ful dialogue and reasonable approach to address the perceived threat.

The Department of Homeland Security, working closely with the Jus-
tice Department and with adequate legal oversight from the Homeland 
Security Committee, must develop guidelines and criteria for seiz-
ing phones and gaining consenting or forensic access to devices that 
belong to American Citizens.  This policy recommendation is consis-
tent with 6 U.S. Code § which stipulates the need to “ensure that the 
civil rights and civil liberties of persons are not diminished by efforts, 
activities, and programs aimed at securing the homeland...”239

239 6 U.S. Code § https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/6/111, viewed 25 March 2017
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Summation and Elaboration 
of Policy Recommendations

The best way for the government to allay concerns regarding IC support 
to domestic security is to establish and implement a dedicated frame-
work and transparent and auditable procedures. Today the government 
has established organizations and processes to accomplish these roles, 
but many need to be reinvigorated or codified.  The mere existence of 
the organizations or policies doesn’t do anything if it is not adequately 
applied to support decision making at all levels in government. 

The next section includes both an elaboration and summation of 
the recommendations from the previous thought-experiments. It 
also includes additional recommendations to address the challenges 
in general. It is my belief that applying these recommendations will 
provide options for decision makers to consider and will improve 
privacy while still enabling domestic security operations and 
activities in a manner consistent with U.S. values.

Federal Privacy Framework (Legislative Branch):

Privacy Commissioner and Staff: Congress appoints a Federal Privacy 
Commissioner to act independent of government, represent the public’s 
interest on all matters pertaining to privacy during the legislative pro-
cess, to champion privacy as a U.S. value and a tenet of national security, 
and to engage directly with the Federal Privacy Council and individ-
ual privacy officers within the Executive Branch of Government.

Privacy Commissioner’s Staff: Authorize the allocation of the Federal 
Privacy Commission Staff comprised of Congressional Professional 
Staffers with significant experience in Constitutional Law as well 
as experience with U.S. privacy policies in government or indus-
try.  The Privacy Commissioner Staff will work with Congressional 
Committee Professional Staff to gain access to congressional bills 
that address privacy topics and will work to address concerns.
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Privacy Commissioner Support to IC Domestic Security Operations: Privacy 
Commissioner will work closely with the Office of the Director of National 
Intelligence Office of Civil Liberties, Privacy, and Transparency (CLPT), 
and with IC general counsel and intelligence oversight officers to provide 
expertise in managing sensitive intelligence operations that have privacy 
implications for U.S. persons.  This includes providing privacy expertise 
during the review of select IC operational plans supporting domestic 
intelligence and security requirements prior to review and approval by 
the respective IC Director. The Privacy Commissioner Staff will work 
with members of Congress when the IC is implementing a request for 
technical assistance within their respective jurisdictions.  This will enable 
members of Congress to review the request ahead of implementation 
to assess whether the intended operation contains privacy implications 
for his/her constituents which could be raised to the Federal Privacy 
Commissioner, elevated to the respective intelligence oversight commit-
tees, or at the Congressman’s discretion, elevated to public discourse.

Privacy Commissioner Investigative Authorities: Acting on behalf of the 
Legislative Branch of Government, create laws that authorize the Privacy 
Commissioner to investigate privacy issues within the U.S. Federal Gov-
ernment and to partner with the Department of Justice when appropriate.

Privacy Commissioner Support to The Federal Trade Commission: Empower 
the Privacy Commissioner to engage with the Federal Trade Com-
mission and Industry on matters pertaining to consumer security and 
privacy.  Grant the Privacy Commissioner the ability to liaise with the 
FTC to streamline regulatory policies or initiatives through the legisla-
tive process, including exploring ways to incentivize industry to develop 
and adopt a uniformed and easily interpretable consumer privacy label 
to inform consumers of potential privacy risks of products, or to penal-
ize industry for not doing so within a prescribed amount of time.

Privacy Commissioner as the Champion for Privacy: Empower the Fed-
eral Privacy Commissioner to work closely with national privacy and 
security advocates like the Electronic Frontier Foundation, the Elec-
tronic Privacy Information Center, and the American Civil Liberties 
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Union, to have transparent discourse and solicit ideas and concerns 
regarding government actions that have privacy implications.  

Congressional Oversight of IC Technical Assistance: Add operational over-
sight responsibilities to the House Judiciary Committee’s Subcommittee 
on Crime, Terrorism, Homeland Security, and Investigations to enable 
broader oversight of IC plans and activities responding to requests for 
technical assistance to domestic security or law enforcement opera-
tions and activities, particularly for those that are not led by the FBI.

Reinvigorate, Codify, and Professionalize Privacy Activities 
within the IC:

Office of the Director of National Intelligence Privacy Reports: Readdress 
the need for the ODNI CLPT to produce recurring, but at least annual, 
Privacy and Civil Liberties periodic reports which were an implementa-
tion recommendation of the 9/11 Commission Act of 2007.  This report 
which provides an accounting of reviews conducted of specified agency 
activities to ensure that civil liberties and privacy requirements are being 
adequately considered, will be sent to Congress via the Privacy Com-
missioner.  The last time the ODNI released this report was in 2015.

Design Privacy into IC Operations Supporting Domestic Security: When 
employing IC capabilities to support domestic security or law enforce-
ment, IC Directors must provide a written plan of support that includes 
goals of IC collection, procedures for minimizing collected and retained 
information, retention criteria, purging process and criteria, and a dis-
semination plan.  Further, IC Agencies and departments must employ a 
deliberate, repeatable, and auditable process to align the most minimally 
invasive technology and capabilities required to meet the operational 
objectives.  As an example, if the stated requirement and intent is to pro-
vide indications of mass movements of crowds to enable law enforcement 
to allocate response forces, then the IC should not employ an imaging 
platform capable of high resolution bulk imagery collection that is able 
to discern individual faces.  Implement operational guidelines at the 
Agency/Department level that prohibits IC agencies and departments 
from providing technical assistance to support law enforcement mass 
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surveillance of dissident groups that results in the creation of indi-
vidual records or dossiers without specific approval from the United 
States Attorney General and the Federal Privacy Commissioner.

Biometric Collection Oversight: Congress, the Federal Privacy Council, 
the IC, and Industry must explore methods for strengthening policies 
and oversight of the collection, retention, and storage of biometric data 
by the U.S. Government and Industry.  This includes, but is not lim-
ited to, facial recognition, Iris Recognition, DNA, health related-data, 
as well as other less-recognized biometrics such as gait-measurements, 
vein-pattern recognition, and voice/speech recognition. Biometric 
data is among the most revealing of data sources, and if compromised 
could wreak havoc on an individual’s life.  As such, this sensitive data 
source requires a unique level of oversight that does not exist today. 

Managing U.S. Person Information in Finished Intelligence: The IC, DoD, 
and all government agencies and departments must develop common pro-
cedures for reporting and retracting USPI in finished intelligence products 
that drive decision making.  In concert with the privacy tenet of “the right 
to be left alone,” USPI should be minimized to the greatest extent possible 
and should be ‘easily’ redacted or retracted as the situation or informa-
tion changes.  This redaction or retraction must have a verifiable process, 
and the results must be included in the ODNI CLPT recurring reports. 

USP Data Common Data Registry:  Towards enabling the IC to manage 
and minimize USPI throughout the entire intelligence process, the 
IC must develop a common USP data registry for names of Ameri-
can Citizens who have been authorized for collection and retention in 
accordance with IC exemptions.  When a collection of USPI is autho-
rized, then the USP receives a record number in the USP database 
registry.  This record has fields that are aligned to a ‘need to know’ 
security layer that allows those IC officers with a valid need to know to 
identify the USP and relevant data in reports, databases and archives.  
All others will be limited via a ‘need to know’ security layer.  In this 
manner, finished intelligence would only reference USP # and the 
data registry would enable the IC to determine who, by authorization 
and access, has actual access to the USP name and associated data. 
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Freedom of Information: The government has a valid need in many 
cases to collect information on its citizens, but it is the citizen’s right 
to know what the government is collecting and retaining.  The onus is 
on the citizen to ensure that the information is correct, and to further 
ensure that the government is not misrepresenting the citizen.  In such 
cases, the citizen is dependent on the government’s ability and will-
ingness to release the information that it has on the citizen.  Delays in 
reviewing and releasing such information erodes confidence in the gov-
ernment and leads to conspiracy theories.  It is in the government’s best 
interest to release information in a timely manner.  The government 
needs to explore ways to strengthen procedures and processing time 
for Freedom of Information Act Requests.  This may include allocat-
ing and training staff at each government agency and department with 
a primary responsibility of responding to FOIA and overseeing USP 
record retention.  This is particularly important in the IC and DoD. 

Refine Definition of Openly Available Information:  The IC relies on infor-
mation that originates from multiple sources which is not always classified.  
One particular form of information has been categorized as openly avail-
able information including periodicals, blogs, and other content that 
is published principally for the consumption of the general public.  In 
recent years, however, we have observed this definition become increas-
ingly problematic as it is used to denote content that has been placed on 
a user’s social media application and supporting platform.  This is erro-
neous, however, because this content is intended for a limited audience as 
deemed by the user.  To ensure that IC collectors are applying the correct 
handling rules, the IC needs to clarify the definition of openly available 
information and to specifically identify the appropriate category and defi-
nition of social media content intended for a more exclusive audience. 

Law Enforcement and Homeland Security Intelligence:

Automated License Plate Readers:  Require the FBI to review the munic-
ipalities where it has deployed ALPR technology and for what purpose.  
Direct the FBI to withdraw capabilities that are not substantiated by 
a warrant or deemed to be bulk collection during the joint FBI and 
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Privacy Commissioner Staff review. Required the FBI to educate and 
inform the public on its use of ALPR including ways to submit FOIA 
requests.  Consistent with direction for IC elements to refrain from 
bulk collection, ALPR requests for technical assistance to the FBI must 
include Congressional review prior to implementation.  Local law 
enforcement officers employ ALPR in accordance with IC technical 
assistance and tradecraft must disclose their law enforcement affiliation 
unless specifically authorized not to do so by an officer of the court.

Border Exclusion Area Operations: Department of Homeland Security, 
and its component elements and the Department of Justice will work 
with the Homeland Security Committee to develop guidelines, crite-
ria, and procedures for seizing phones and other electronic devices and 
gaining consenting or forensic access to devices for both American cit-
izens and non-citizens transiting the border exclusion area.  DHS will 
develop methods to educate and inform American citizens of their rights 
and any limitations in the border exclusion area. IC elements levying 
requests to DHS must comply with USP data registry procedures to 
restrict collected information to those who have a valid ‘need to know.’ 

Additional Policy Recommendations not Tied to Thought 
Experiments:

U.S. Privacy and Intelligence Oversight Career Field: The Office of Per-
sonnel Management must designate an Intelligence Career Field 
under the excepted service.  This will enable the Federal Government 
to recruit employees with requisite privacy enforcement or advocacy 
experience from across the government, academia, and industry.  By 
doing so, the government will have the necessary expertise to develop 
privacy and intelligence oversight policies, assess adherence, conduct 
investigations, and ensure proper staffing and training of govern-
ment privacy and oversight entities to perform their mission. 

Technical Professional Staff for Foreign Intelligence and Surveillance Act 
Court: Develop technical skills and attributes for select billets supporting 
the FISA Court and hire seasoned experts across various technology topic 
areas to support the court and advise judges and lawyers on the technical 
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aspects of cases on the docket.  Advice will include the privacy implications 
of decisions, challenges to providing necessary oversight, and explaining 
technical attributes pertinent to the decision. Judges may also direct tech-
nical staff to engage directly with the IC, the Federal Privacy Council or the 
Privacy Commissioner, as well as government, academic, or industry areas, 
to research and prepare recommendations for consideration.  All Technical 
Professional Staff will have the appropriate clearance and level of access.  

Implications for US Interests (Why Should We Care)

Other countries in the world view the United States as the unequiv-
ocal democratic leader espousing democratic ideals and establishing 
global democratic norms. Even though “[t]he U. S. Constitution con-
tains no express right to privacy.” the Bill of Rights includes the 
fourth amendment which explicitly protects “against unreason-
able searches and seizures,” as well as other amendments that 
through legal interpretation implicitly address privacy. 240  

The 1948 United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
(UDHR), for which the U.S. is a signatory, recognizes privacy as 
one of the essential elements of human rights; Article XII of the 
UDHR states that “[n]o one shall be subjected to arbitrary interfer-
ence with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks 
upon his honour [sic] and reputation… [e]veryone has the right to 
the protection of the law against such interference or attacks.”241 

Further, the United Nations recently expanded their interpretation on the 
right to privacy.242  The U.N. passed Resolution 68/167, affirming “…that 
the rights held by people offline must also be protected online, and 
called upon all States to respect and protect the right to privacy in 

240 Exploring Constitutional Conflicts: The Right of Privacy, http://law2.umkc.edu/faculty/projects/
ftrials/conlaw/rightofprivacy.html, accessed 22 Oct 2016

241 United Nations | Universal Declaration of Human Rights, http://www.un.org/en/universal-declara-
tion-human-rights/ , accessed 30 Oct 2016

242 American Civil Liberties Union, The Bill of Rights: A Brief History,” < https://www.aclu.org/other/
bill-rights-brief-history> , viewed Feb 9 2017

http://law2.umkc.edu/faculty/projects/ftrials/conlaw/rightofprivacy.html
http://law2.umkc.edu/faculty/projects/ftrials/conlaw/rightofprivacy.html
http://www.un.org/en/universal-declaration-human-rights/
http://www.un.org/en/universal-declaration-human-rights/
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digital communication.”243  This resolution, sponsored by 57 member 
States, emphasizes privacy as a fundamental human right, and 
when combined with other determinative U.S. historical docu-
ments, unequivocally places the burden on the State, in this case 
the United States, to implement procedures to provide and pro-
tect privacy, as well as to oblige with international law.244 

When the Government’s action in the interest of public or national secu-
rity run antithesis to the essential elements of human rights, it provides 
an opportunity to criticize not just the Government’s current action 
or reaction, but American values and ideals in general. Over time, this 
results in the American and global public’s lack of confidence in the 
U.S. Government and the “American way of life.”  Domestically, this 
lack of confidence will propagate through all aspects of Government 
making it increasingly challenging and burdensome to govern.  Glob-
ally, this lack of confidence will result in a damage to global perception 
and status, and a decline in worldwide and regional influence which 
will have a correspondingly adverse impact on national security.

As such the United States should aim to apply any means neces-
sary to protect privacy and civil liberties while also providing for 
national security, the common defense, and ensuring domestic tran-
quility.  It is by doing this that the United States will stay true to its 
value and commitments as an example for democratic societies.

243 “The Right to Privacy in the Digital Age: Report of the Office of the United Nations High Commis-
sioner for Human Rights,” Annual Report of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human 
Rights and Reports of the Office of the High Commissioner and Secretary General, A/HRC/27/37, 
30 Jun 2014

244 Ibid. The Right To Privacy in the Digital Age, A/HRC/27/37
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